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ABSTRACT
LIFE-: H IS T O R Y D Y N A M IC S OF N U D IB R A N C H S IB L IN G SPFCIFS IN THE
G ENT'S D E X D R O S O T l S IN THE G U L F OF MAINT-i.
by
Chad G. Sisson
University o f New Hampshire. December. 2002.

Two different larval types have been described for the nudibranch
Dcndronotus trondosus ( Ascanius. 1774) in the G ulf o f Maine. A taxonomic review o f
adults with planktrophic larvae and those with lecithotrophic larvae revealed regular
differences in radula morphology, and no predictable differences in the reproductive
system. These data and previous data on a behav ioral reproductive isolation mechanism
suggest a new species designation for populations o f D cndronotus with lecithotrophic
larv ae. Laboratory studies were used to compare the larv al dispersal potential o f the two
tvpes o f D cndronotus. D. trondosus planktotrophic larvae had a potential planktonic
period o f approximately 11 weeks at 10°C and underwent significant larv al shell growth
prior to metamorphosis. This is the first example o f a nudibranch larva with a Type 2
protoconch ( Thompson) to have an extended planktonic period and require shell growth.
The lecithotrophic larv ae o f the Dcndronotus sibling species had a potential for delayed
metamorphosis o f only up to approximately one week. Finally, field observ ations
indicated a southwestern coastal distribution limit o f D cndronotus with lecithotrophic
larvae in the G u lf o f Maine in the Penobscot Bay region. This distribution potentially

ix
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correlates with high seasonal stability o f hydroid prey resources in the northeast G u lf o f
Maine and seasonally ephemeral hydroid populations in the southwest region. Higher
temperature ranges in the southwest G u lf o f Maine correspond with this trend o f trophic
stability. The significantly different dispersal potentials o f the two lan al types may
correlate with these differences in seasonal resource availability, suggesting that trophic
stability is a selecti\e agent for their distribution and divergence o f life history traits.
Although fitness peaks for these two habitat regimes still must be quantified, this is a
potential example o f natural selection through ecological opportunity as part o f an
adaptive radiation. I'nderstanding the life history dynamics o t D ctuinm otus species in the
G u lf o f Maine w ill pro\ide insights into the evolution o f ecological characters o f
invertebrate larval types and life history strategies.

\
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(ANTRAL INTRODUCTION

Some o f the most colorful explanations o f biological diversity on numerous le\els
come from the study o f adaptive radiations. One evolutionary mechanism o f adaptive
radiation is ecological speciation resulting from phenotypic differentiation selected for by
differences in the environment and resource availability (Schluter 2000b). The first step
in analyzing this process is to relate characteristics o f the environment and resource
availability with relevant differences in phenotypes within a given lineage. Notable
examples o f correlating phenotypic traits w ith en\ironmental characteristics in an
adaptive radiation includes beak size in Galapagos finches (l ack 1047). leaf morphologv
in Hawaiian silverswords (e.g. Robichaux et al. 1000) and jaw morphology in cichlid
fishes in fast African lakes (e.g. I.iem 1073; I.iem 1001).
In most documented cases, the phenotypes invoked arc physical traits that arc
relatively easv to measure and document such as beak, leaf or jaw morphologv in the
previous examples. More complex, amorphous traits such as ecological life historv
characteristics offer greater challenges in documentation and therefore are rarely
described as part o f an ecological adaptive radiation. One example o f ecological life
history characters in an adaptive radiation is pollination strategies in some angiosperm
plants. Several lineages o f angiosperms ha\e different ecological mechanisms for
pollination that have been selected for in a variety o f adaptiv e landscapes, w hile
morphological differences in phenotypes are minimal or secondary (Stebbins 1970). The
div ergence and radiation o f ecological life history characters such as habitat use.

I
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dispersal and feeding biology can be especially challenging to address on an evolutionary
time scale because they often lack a direct morphological record o f their divergence
within a given lineage.
One way to simplify the analysis o f an adaptive radiation is to contrast lower
taxonomic groups such as congeners or conspecifies. since selective pressures currently
acting on these groups are more likely to approximate those initially leading to their
divergence (Sehluter 2000b). This type o f approach also simplifies the analysis o f life
history evolution by reducing the diversity o f ecological characters within the taxonomic
group or lineage. 'Young' taxonomic groups with limited morphological differences such
as sibling species pairs refine this approach even further by narrowing the focus to
ecological characters potentially involved with divergence.
Iknthic marine invertebrates often have complex life history strategies with
morphologically and ecologically distinct larval stages. Wray ( 1W 5) proposed two basic
functions o f invertebrate larvae: 1) facilitating the transition to the following life history
stage (a developmental process) and 2) surv iving until this transition is accomplished ( an
ecological process). This suggests two modes o f selection acting on these life history
stages. One mode acts on morphogenesis, changing the timing and mechanisms o f
development. The other mode acts on larval ecology by changing the timing and
mechanism o f ecological characters such as larv al nutrition. While developmental
processes are often recapitulative, giving us evidence o f evolutionary processes
influencing morphogenesis, ecological processes are much more difficult to analyze. In
order to understand the evolution o f a particular ecological larv al trait, we first hav e to
describe potential environmental factors involved with the selection o f this trait.
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Resulting hypotheses can then help develop a broader perspective on the evolutionary
ecology o f invertebrate larvae.
Modes o f larval nutrition are the most common ecological characteristics to
generate hypotheses in invertebrate life history evolution. E-arly natural historians
observed geographical trends in invertebrate larval types especially in relation to water
temperature (e.g. Thompson 1878. Orton 1920). Thorson (1950) tlrst categorized larval
development according to mode o f larval nutrition, including planktotrophy (planktonic
feeding), lecithotrophy (planktonic non-feeding) and direct development (non-planktonie
and non-feeding). These larval 'types' coupled modes of larval nutrition with planktonic
dispersal potential, and their geographical distribution was correlated with physical
factors such as depth, water temperature and latitude. The characterization o f selectiv e
agents in the distribution o f these larv al types led to hy potheses on the ev olutionary
mechanisms for their div ergence in response to lower water temperatures and seasonal
prey distribution ( Mileikov sky 1971). Mathematical models expanded on these
hypotheses by testing the stability o f different larval types and their ecological
characteristics (i.e. planktotrophy and lecithotrophy ). and supporting predictions that low
food av ailability and lower water temperatures select for non-planktonic larvae by
increasing development time (Vance 1973). Extensive modifications to I horson's
paradigm were made through observ ations o f many different inv ertebrate taxa. including
echinoderms (Pearse et al. 1991). prosobranch gastropods (Gallardo & Penchaszadeh
2001) and opisthobranch gastropods (Clark & Goetzfried 1978).
Opisthobranch gastropods are an ideal group to study the selection o f ecological
characters o f inv ertebrate larv ae because they have high variability o f reproductive traits
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and highly specialized associations with their prey (Todd et al. 2001). fo r example. Todd
(1081) proposed that the dilTerent larv al nutritional modes o f three dorid nudibranchs
correspond with development times that are adaptive strategies for timing settlement with
the seasonal abundance o f prey resources. One draw back to the use o f this group o f
nudibranchs is that although they have similar external adult morphologies the> do not
necessarily have a close evolutionary relationship (Havenhand et al. 1986). I sing a broad
survey o f opisthobranch species. Clark and (ioetzfried (1978) suggested that seasonally
variable prey abundance is a major selective agent in determining the geographical
distribution o f species w ith dilTerent larval dispersal potentials corresponding with
specific larval types. This hypothesis remains undeveloped for more specific cases such
as the divergence o f two closely related species, which will help identify specific
env ironmental factors as selective agents by forming testable ecological hypotheses tor
the evolution o f larv al types
D cndronotus trondosus is one o f the most conspicuous nudibranchs in north
temperate coastal waters, and both planktotrophic (W illiam s 1971; Clark 1975) and
lecithotrophic (Thompson & Brown 1984) larvae have been reported for this species. In
the G u lf o f M aine, dichotomous life history traits for D trondosus have been identified,
suggesting a cry ptic species complex (Sisson 2002). Planktotrophic and lecithotrophic
larvae have been produced by dilTerent populations o f this nudibranch. coupled with
different egg sizes, seasonal reproductive patterns and mating recognition behavior
(Sisson 2002). Although I have estimates o f the adult life span and larval nutritional
mode for these two ty pes o f Dcndronotus. larv al dispersal potential is the most significant
ecological life history characteristic that remains undocumented.

4
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The goal o f this thesis is to establish the feasibility o f this group o f Dcndronotus
for testing hypotheses in the evolution o f larval types, particularly w ith reference to the
selection for larval nutrition eharaeteristies. This study will begin to characterize the life
history dynamics o f these nudibranchs in the genus Dcndronotus aimed at an e\entual
understanding o f the evolution o f the two larval types.
There are three major components o f this study:
1) A taxonomic review o f the genus Dcndronotus in the G u lf o f Maine w ill establish
type specimens o f adults with the two dilTerent larval types and discuss the
relationship o f D. trondosus with a nominally new species.
2)

Laboratory studies will help characterize the dispersal potential o f the two t>pes of
larvae found for these species in the G u lf o f Maine.

3)

f ield observations will help describe the seasonalit> and biogeographical distribution
o f these species in the G u lf o f Maine in order to formulate testable and predictive
hypotheses on the evolution o f different larval types.
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C H A PTE R I

D E S C R IP T IO N OF A NEW N U D IB R A N C H SPECIES IN THE: C.l EE Of MAINE:.
D E X D R O X O TL S N. SP. W IT H A C O M P A R IS O N TO TH E S IB L IN G SPECIES.
D E X D R O X O T l S EROXDOSL S A N D O TH E R N O R TH A T L A N T IC C O N G EN ER S.

Abstract
Two dilTerent larval types have been described for the nudibranch. Dcndronotus
trondosus (Ascanius. 1774) in the G u lf o f Maine. A taxonomic review o f adults
corresponding with the two larval types revealed regular differences in radula
morphology, and no predictable differences in the reproductive system. A comparison
with descriptions o f other D cndronotus species in the north Atlantic suggests a separate
species designation for the G u lf o f Maine populations producing lecithotrophic larv ae.
Type and voucher specimens have been deposited for future research, including genetic
analyses to confirm this incipient new species.

Introduction
Taxonomic designations in the genus Dcndronotus ( Alder & I (uncock I 8 4 5 -1855)
are problematic because o f similarities in external morphologv . radulae and reproductiv e
systems (Robilliard 1970). and reported variability in ecological and life history
characteristics (Clark 1975: Robilliard 1975; Thompson & Brown 1984: Sisson 2002).
The most common member o f the genus. Dcndronotus trondosus ( Ascanius. 1774)
reportedly has a circum-boreal distribution in coastal waters (Robilliard 1970) and is
associated with multiple species o f hydroid prey (McDonald & Nybakken 1999). A wide

6
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range o f pigmentation patterns and external morphologies have led to the separation o f
different species (Coutouy 1838: Lafont 1871-1872: Bergh 1879; MaeFarland 1966:
Robilliard 1970: Just & Tdmunds 1985) and subsequent reconsoiidations into the catchall
epithet. D. trondosus (Odhner 1936: Robilliard 1970: Roller 1970). In addition, different
life history traits such as larv al types have been reported for this species in the North
Atlantic (Clark 1975: Thompson & Brown 1984: Sisson 2002). Many o f the difficulties
in resolving the ssstematics o f this genus are a result o f limited collection and
observation o f its members, and problems in identifying reliable morphological
characters.
In the (iu lf o f Maine. D trondosus has been reported from intertidal and subtidal
habitats, associated w ith athecate and thecate hydroid colonies ( Me> er 1971; Bleakne>
1996). [w o major life history strategies also occur for different populations o f this
nudibranch in the ( iu lf o f Maine: long-lived adults producing large non-feeding lar\ae.
and relative!) ephemeral adult populations producing small, feeding \elig er larvae
(Sisson 2002). Although certain species o f opisthobranchs produce both lecithotrophic
and planktotrophic larvae (Krug 1998). reciprocal feeding experiments indicate that / I
trondosus has limited potential for poecilogony (Sisson 2002). Furthermore, adults from
populations o f/), trondosus with these reproductive patterns show signs ot a behavioral
mating isolation mechanism (Sisson 2002). warranting a formal taxonomic review o f this
species in the (iu lf o f Maine.
Other than D trondosus. three other species in this genus have been identified in
coastal w aters o f the North Atlantic. In the northeast Atlantic along the Huropean
shoreline. D cndronotus lactcus (Thompson 1840; Iho I lesson 1998). D cndronotus d a lli

1
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(Bergh 1879). and D cndronotus rohustus (Odhner 1939) have all been reported. Onlv D
d a l 11 ( V errill 1880: Bleakney 1996) and D. rohustus (V errill 1879. personal observation)
have been collected in the northwest Atlantic. In this paper. I describe D cndronotus n. sp.
using morphological and life history characters to distinguish it from the sympatric
sibling species. D trondosus. and other members o f the genus reported from the North
Atlantic.
Note: The acceptance o f the species epithet for this incipient new species is
pending a peer review process and further collection o f molecular genetic data. To a\o id
taxonomic confusion. I have referred to the new species ot' D cndronotus as "D cndronotus
n. sp.” throughout the remainder o f this thesis.

Materials and Methods
Collection: D cndronotus n. sp. were collected from intertidal and shallow subtidal
habitats at Winter Harbor. Maine (44 2 UN: 68 ()5‘ \V): Pembroke. M aine (44 53N:
67 ()9’ \ \ ): and West Quoddy Head in l.ubec. Maine (4 4 :49N; 66 5 7 ’ W ). Subtidal
collecting was done using SC U B A at 3-20m depth (see Chapter 3 for a more extensi\e
description o f collection sites). Txtemal morphology was examined using live specimens,
and fixed (anaesthetized with 8°o M gC l;. fixed in 5°o formalin in filtered sea water)
animals were used for examining the reproductive system.
D. trondosus individuals were collected from subtidal habitats at the Isles o f
Shoals. New Hampshire (4 2 =58'N : 70°38"W): Cape N'eddick in York. Maine ( 4 3 1 0 ’ N:
70: 3 6 'W ); and Eastport. Maine (44C54‘N: 6 6 35 9'W ).

8
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Examination o f Specimens: All measurements o f body length were made with an ocular
micrometer and dissecting microscope on live nudibranchs actively crawling across a
submerged glass surface. Isolated jaws and radulae were examined using light
microscopy (400x) and measurements were made using an ocular micrometer and
compound microscope. The feeding apparati from 58 specimens between 5-43 mm bod>
length w ere examined. Jaw length and the length o f the dorsal process were measured. I
counted the number o f row s o f teeth in the unused dorsal section o f the radula and the
number o f lateral teeth to one side o f the central rachidian tooth.
Radulae from six I ) trondosus and six D cndronotus n. sp. individuals o f 16-18
mm body length collected from the Isles o f Shoals. York, and Cobscook Bay were
selected for examination with the scanning electron microscope (S E M ). Isolated radulae
were preserved in 70" <> EtOH and cleaned o f tissue using 10°» K O I I. Each radula was
placed in 70°<> E tO H . sonicated for 5-15 seconds and returned to another 70“ o EtOH
rinse. The unused dorsal section o f the radula was dissected, placed on a clean glass slide
and allowed to air drv for 5-10 minutes. Each radula was then positioned on a stub with
double-sided tape and Pd Au sputter coated (300 A ). Images were obtained using an
A M R A Y 3300 SEN! at 7kV and a short working distance (5-10 mm), and each radula
was scanned from both a horizontal (silhouette) and top perspective. These images were
analyzed using N IH Image software ( v 1.60) to compute the length, width and rake angle
o f the rachidian teeth (Bloom 1976: Lambert 1991a).
Adult D cndronotus n. sp. from W est Quoddy Head were collected just prior to
their spawning season in May. 1999 and used for dissection and examination ot the
reproductive system. These animals were approximately 4-5 cm in body length and fixed
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in 5° o butYered formalin in seawater until examination. A cam era lu cida diagram o f the
reproductive system was sketched using a dissecting microscope. Adult D trondosus
from York. Maine were also preserved and the reproductive system was examined tor
comparison.
For reference. 4 specimens o( D. trondosus were collected from York. Maine
from populations with known reproductive and morphological characteristics. Two
individuals were deposited in the collection at the American Museum o f Natural I listory
in New York, one 10mm preserved length that was fixed in 4°o buffered formalin in
seawater and preserved in 95° o FtO H (A M N H 305757). the other 4mm preserved length
that was only preserved in 0 5 °o HtOH (A M N H 305758). Two other individuals were
deposited at the Harvard University Museum o f Comparative Zoology in Cambridge.
Massachusetts: one 8 mm long individual fixed in formalin and preserved in FtOH
(=330006). and one 10 mm individual preserved only in FtO H (=330008).

Results
Family D F N D R O N O I1 D A F
Genus D cndronotus Alder & Hancock. 1845
Dcndronotus n. sp.
D cndronotus frondosus Gionet and Aiken 1002. Sisson 2002

Tvpe material: Total o f eight specimens between 5 -15mm preserved length, all intact.
From West Quoddy Head. Lubec. Maine. USA (44°49N : 6 6 °5 7 'W ) (including holotype)
4 M ay. 1999 and W ilbur Neck. Pembroke. Maine. USA (4 4 C53N; 67C09’ W ) 12 July.
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1999. Holotype: 1 specimen (American Museum o f Natural History [A M N H 305753],
New York. USA). Paratypes: 3 specimens (A M N H 305754-305756). 4 specimens
(Harvard University Museum o f Comparative /o o lo g y [M C Z 330903-05. 3327
7'

1'tvmolouv: Pending peer review.

Distribution: This species has been found in the northwestern G u lf o f Maine at intertidal
and shallow subtidal sites in Penobscot Bay. W inter Harbor. Corea. I.ubec. and Cobscook
Bay. Maine. It also occurs near Black Harbor and Deer Island. New Brunswick (Aiken,
personal communication). I have not found D cndronotus n. sp. in shallow waters
southwest o f the Penobscot Bay region (Chapter 3). suggesting a possible distribution
limit.

hxternal morpholouv: Body length 5-40 mm. Body 1imaciform and laterally compressed
with tapered posterior end. Anus between first and second pairs o f cerata on right side
and genital apertures anterior o f the first pair o f cerata similar to most members o f the
genus (Robilliard 1970). Lxeept fora small anal papilla, epidermis smooth. usuallv with
no body papillae. Long, narrow, white translucent foot with slightly broader anterior end.
Adults hav e 4-5 pairs branched veil papillae with minimal branching, relativ ely
thick trunks and short, stubby branches. Rhinophore stalk with 1-2 lateral papillae at base
in larger animals, but usually none. Rhinophore sheath with short secondary branches on
four main branches o f the crown papillae. Cerata paired, increasing in number with
overall length o f animal: 4-7 pairs observed for 66 individuals 5-42m m long. Small
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unpaired accessory cerata at the posterior end and between the paired cerata near the
cardiac prominence in larger animals. Stalks o f cerata smooth with few or no papillae.
Cerata with relatively thick basal trunks with few short arborescent branches. Tertiary
eeras branches thin and short. Lxtensions o f digestive diverticulae in adult animals as thin
w ispy strands in the primary and secondary ceras branches, but as thick prominent organs
that take up most o f the body cavity in the cerata o f juvenile animals.
The holotype and all other individuals collected from West Quoddy Head in
I.ubec and Cobscook Hay uniformly pale white or yellow (figure 1.1). Individuals at this
site found infrequently with mottling on dorsum. Light brown or grav mottling usuallv
limited to the area around the cardiac prominence. Cerata similarlv pale colored, although
tips o f the ceras branches slightly darker depending on the extension o f the animal. Red
or brown pigmentation o f the digestive gland and reproductive svstem seen through the
relativelv translucent epidermis. Individuals from subtidal populations vary in coloration:
similarly uniform coloration with little or no mottling, but in addition to pale vellow
commonly light purple, purplish red. dark red. or salmon.

Internal morpholouv: A total o f 58 specimens observed for jaw and radula morphologv.
5-4()mm in overall body length. Jaws yellow-brown or pale and only slightly convex with
minimal denticulation. Jaw length 0.71-2.9 mm. length o f jaw dorsal projection 0.351,3mm. Radula formula varies w ith length o f the indiv idual 26-39(6-14.1.6-14).
Rachidian teeth from 6 indiv iduals 16-18mm long had an average length o f 52pm . w idth
o f 63(im. and angle o f 58° with 8-15 denticles on each side. Denticles on rachidian teeth
Hair outward and clearly visible with light microscopy. Lateral teeth adjacent to rachidian
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teeth cupped towards the median tooth with 3-4 individually separated denticles \ isihle.
Remaining lateral teeth similar in position and morphology, with less denticulation
outward from median row. Denticles on lateral teeth short and laminar. Overlapping
lateral teeth cover denticles on adjacent teeth (Figure 1.2).
Mature specimens with large w hite hermaphroditic gland adjacent to stomach and
digestive gland. Thin hermaphroditic duct leads to a widely coiled, thick ampulla. Wide
spermoviduct enters close to prostate with the thin, translucent proximal \as deferens and
oviduct. Doughnut-shaped prostate with at least 15 alveoli from which a long, wide \as
deferens narrows with increasing amount o f coils near the base o f the penis. lo n g and
w inding vagina leads to a small receptaeulum seminis w ith part o f the delicate
insemination duct running parallel to it. Minute, shortlv stalked bursa copulatrix lies at
the distal end o f the vagina (figure 1.3). Three to four layers o f transverse and
longitudinal muscle lavers found in dissected specimens.

Ic o lo u v : Adults between 15-25 mm body length were found mating and depositing
spawn masses in Mav-Julv at West Quoddy Head. I.ubec. Maine. Seasonal spawning
activ ity was observed at other sites throughout early spring and summer (Chapter 3).
Spawn masses have a tough outer covering surrounding a dense thick gelatinous layer
with embryonic capsules. Clutches from subtidal populations have slightly thinner
gelatinous layers. A ll capsules a single embryo. Zygotes range in diameter trom 183218|im . and develop into non-feeding larvae in approximately 32 days at 10'C (Sisson
2002). Veligers hatch with a Type 2 (Thompson 1% 1) protoconch that is 280-400pm in
overall length (Sisson 2002). Newlv hatched veligers have eyes, a prominent propodium
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and large metapodium and will initiate metamorphosis immediately upon contact with
hydroid material or with the gelatinous spawn mass material (Sisson 2002).
Juveniles and adults were found associated with thecate hydroid communities in
intertidal and subtidal habitats (Sisson 2002). At intertidal sites such as West Quoddy
1lead, the hydroid S crtularia pum ilu was the most abundant potential food source and
available nearly year-round (Chapter 3). A t subtidal sites, other thecate hydroids such as
O h c liu iic n ic u la tii and C am panularia spp. were most common. This species was found
associated with these h>droid communities at depths between 3-1 Int.

Comparison with other North Atlantic species o f Dcm ironotus ( / ) fromlosus. I ) locicus.
I ) robustus. I ) i l u l l i ): These five species in the North Atlantic have many similarities in
morphology making their systematics potentially difficult to discern. A ll h a w reported
\ariation and overlap in pigmentation patterns, similar eeras and rhinophore morphology,
and the same basic structure o f the radula and reproductive system. I lowever. for each o f
these characters. D cm ironoius n. sp. can be distinguished from the other four species in
this genus reported in the North Atlantic.
D cm ironoius n. sp. has few or no body papillae on the epidermis, as opposed to
the numerous, blunt papillae on D. fro m lo su s and D. rohustus (Robilliard I c>72 > The
papillae on both o f these species frequently have white or tan coloration, while
D cndronotus n. sp. has a more uniform coloration pattern. The mottling pattern on the
dorsum near the cardiac prominence is much more common in D. from losus and much
more distinctly pigmented in either dark brown or w hite. D. fro m lo su s also frequently has
patched brown coloration on a red or tan base color, and 1 have never found uniformly
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red or purple individuals for this species. The uniform white coloration is an infrequent
pigmentation pattern for D. from losus. D cm ironotus n. sp. has the same pale or white
base coloration reported for D lactcus. but lacks the deep brown or purple spots
characteristic for this species (Thollesson 1998).
This species differs markedly from D. rohustus in the morphology o f the foot and
oral veil. D. rohustus has a broadly Hared foot at the anterior end with an oral veil with
up to 16 extensively branched papillae (Robilliard 1972). D cm ironotus n. sp. has a
narrow foot similar to D fromlosus with only 4-5 branched papillae on the modest oral
veil. The rhinophores are similar in all five species, although the crown and lateral
papillae are generally less extensively branched in Dcm ironotus n. sp. than in D
from losus. D from losus also has significantly more extensi\e tertiar} branching on the
cerata. with longer, thinner tips (Sisson 1998). The eerata also appear to be much more
slender and longer in D. lactcus based on photographs and descriptions o f this species
(Thollesson 1998).
The jaws are similar in si/e and shape for I), fromlosus and D cm ironotus n.sp. but
thicker and stouter in D rohustus (Robilliard 1972. personal observation), and reported!)
deeply convex in D d a lli (Robilliard 1970). The basic radula formula and general shape
o f the raehidian tooth is similar for D. from losus (Robilliard 1970. fable 1.1. fig u re 1.2).
D. lactcus (Thollesson 1998) and D. rohustus (Robilliard 1972). The mean length
(39(im ). width (51(im ) and number o f denticles (9) is less on the raehidian teeth o f
similar body length D. fromlosus. although the angle o f the raehidian teeth is identical
(5 8 ') (Sisson 1998. Table 1.1). The raehidian tooth in D. d a lli reportedly has no
conspicuous denticulation (Verrill 1880: Robilliard 1970). a character that should
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definitively from Dcm ironotus n. sp. D from losus has more rows o f teeth and few er
lateral teeth, especially in longer individuals (Sisson 1998. Table 1.1). D ch illi reported!)
has more rows o f teeth, but this may be for individuals o f a different si/e ( Robilliard
1970). The denticles on the lateral teeth are short and laminar in Dcm ironotus n.sp.
similar to D. lactcus (Thollesson 1998). but are elongated and more numerous in / )
from losus and D chilli ( Robilliard 1970). and the lateral teeth on D. rohustus have little if
any denticulation ( Robilliard 1972).
The reproductive systems o f these five species hav e a remarkabl} similar triaulie
morphology. The reproductive system o f D. from losus is not presented in this paper
because it is similar to that described by Robilliard (1970): however, comparisons were
made from North Atlantic specimens examined in this study. The prostate, bursa
eopulatrix. seminal receptacle, female gland, penis and vagina are extremelv similar in D
from losus as in D cm ironotus n. sp. The only possible differences are that the ampulla
appears to be more tightly coiled and not as broad, and the vas deferens is narrower and
not as long in D fromlosus. Howev er, this mav be attributed to the difference in si/e o f
the animals examined. During the dissection o f these individuals, several more lasers o f
longitudinal and transverse muscle lasers were found for D cm ironotus n. sp. than D.
from losus. This is similar to the numerous thick muscle layers reported for D. lactcus
( Thollesson 1998). D. rohustus reportedly has a slightly larger bursa eopulatrix
(Robilliard 1972). and D. chilli has a much larger prostate and receptaculum seminis
(Robilliard 1970). Overall, there are vers few distinguishing characters o f the
reproductiv e system at this level o f analysis among this suite o f congeners, although
histological analysis may reveal difference related to spawn products.
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D. frondosus is reported to have a circum-boreal distribution ( Robilliard 11)7())
and can be found in shallow waters throughout the G u lf o f Maine (Chapter 3). In the G u lf
o f Maine. D cndronotus n. sp. appears to occur only north o f Penobscot Bay above 20m
through the mid-littoral zone (Chapter 3). This does not preclude the presence o f this
species north o f the G u lf o f Maine in the Northwest Atlantic, nor in the Northeast
Atlantic. D. lactcus has only been reported from the Northeast Atlantic (Thompson 1X40:
Thollesson 1908) and I ) d a lli has only been found in the Northwest Atlantic ( Yerrill
1880: Bleakney 1996). both in deep waters. Little is known about the occurrence o f/).
rohustus besides reports from the subtidal down to 230m in the eastern Atlantic (Odiincr
1939). and the subtidal o f southern New [ingland (Y errill 1879). /). rohustus can also be
rarely found in small tidal rapids in the lower littoral zone on the coast o f Maine and New
Hampshire (personal observation. Harris personal communication).
Although they have a similarly shaped coiled. 'Type B' spawn mass (Hurst 1967).
/). frondosus and D cndronotus n. sp. ha\e different reproducti\e characters. / ) frondosus
have significant!) smaller eggs that undergo a period o f capsular development that is onethird the length o f D cndronotus n. sp. embryos (Sisson 2002). I'p o n hatching. D
frondosus larvae are obligator) planktotrophs (Sisson 2002) with the potential for an
extended planktonic period (Chapter 2). Dcndronotus n. sp. larvae hatch with
developmentally advanced morphological features (Sisson 2002) and are lecithotrophic
with a potentially short planktonic period (Chapter 2).
D. fro n d o su s and Dcndronotus n. sp. have overlapping distributions and habitats
in the northern G u lf o f Maine indicating the potential for mating and the exchange o f
gametic products. However, adults from actively breeding allopatric populations o f/).
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frondosus and Dcndronotus n. sp. did not engage in mating behavior (Sisson 2002). This
represents a potential behavioral mating isolation mechanism for these two species.

Discussion
Dcndronotus n. sp. is described as a new species based on morphological and life
history characteristics that separate it from other Dcndronotus species in the North
Atlantic. Due to the morphological similarities with D. frondosus. these differences ha\e
been overlooked by previous observers. Although introduction o f this species to this
geographical area by human mechanisms is a possibility, no descriptions o f Dcndronotus
species from any north-temperate waters tit the description o f this species. /). lactcus has
a similar radula. reproductive system and base color to Dcndronotus n.sp. but differs in
eeras morphology and dark pigmented spots on the dorsum. Molecular data and life
history characters from future research may help confirm this separation, but currently
there is not enough information to synonymi/e Dcndronotus n. sp. with D lactcus.
Furthermore, these two species have a significant geographical separation, and the short
planktonic dispersal period o f D cndronotus n. sp. larvae support the relatively endemic
distribution o f this nominal species.
Robilliard (1975) noted the need for the examination o f different color forms and
habitat preferences o f different populations o f D. frondosus in the northeast Pacific,
l.emche made similar observations in the northeast Atlantic, although the descriptions
were never formalized into separate species (Just & Edmunds 1985). These reports, in
addition to recent descriptions o f new species previously identified as I), frondosus
(Thollesson 1998. present study) indicate a need for continued identification ofditlerent
taxonomic designations within the genus. The overall morphological similarity within
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members o f the genus, and relatively plastic characters such as coloration within
individual species suggest the need for molecular characters for identifying species and
their systematic interrelationships. Recent attempts to use such techniques for this study
were largely unsuccessful: however, this paper establishes formal type specimens and
their descriptions for future use.

il>
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Table 1.1 Summary o f morphological features o f the two most common species o f
D cndronotus in the G u lf o f Maine and northwest Atlantic and D. lactcus from the
northeast Atlantic as described by Thollesson (1998).
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Dcndronotus n.sp.

D. frondosus

D. lactcus

C o lo r

Solid base coloration either pale white/yellow,
salmon, or purple. Limited infrequent mottling
on dorsum.

Frequent dorsal mottling, white tips o f body
papillae and cerata. Base color brown, red, or
white. Brown/red mottling can cover notum.

W hite base
coloration. Purple,
black dorsal spots.

E piderm is

Limited or no body papillae

Papillae over most o f notum

Body papillae also
cardiac prominence

C erata

Short, stubby tertiary branches.

Long, numerous tertiary branches.

Jaws

Jaw length: 0.7 1 -2.9mm
Dorsal projection: 0 .3 5 -1.3mm
(5-40m m body length)

Jaw length: 0.5-2.4mm
Dorsal projection: 0.26-1.1 mm
(4-33m m body length)

Jaw length: 3mm
(3()mm body
length)

R adula

26-39(6-14,1,0-14)
Raehidian width: 63pm; length: 52pm: angle:
58°;
((denticles: 8-15; (1 6 -18mm body length)
Few, short laminar denticles on lateral teeth.

26-42(3-9,1,3-9)
Raehidian width: 51pm; length: 39pm;
angle: 59";
((denticles: 9-10; (1 6 -18mm body length)
Numerous, long denticles on lateral teeth.

28-30(6-7,1,6-7)
((denticles: 10-15
(25m m body)
Few, short laminar
denticles lat. teeth

M u sculature

Several longitudinal, oblique muscle layers.

1-2 conspicuous muscle layers.

Muscular body wall

L a rv a l type

lecithotrophy

obligate planktotrophy

unknown

Dispersal

limited in some populations (Ch. 2)

potential for long-term dispersal (Ch. 2)

unknown

Range

Known from Penobscot Bay, north to S 1-1 New
Brunswick, Bay o f Fundy

Circum-boreal distribution. N W Atlantic
from New Jersey coastal waters to Greenland

NF. Atlantic

H ab itat

Thecate hydroid colonies in subtidal and midintertidal rockweed communities

Subtidal athccate and thecate hydroid
colonies. Rarely in low intertidal____________

unknown

Figure 1.1 Dendronotus □. sp, saggital view
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Fiuure 1.2. Scanning electron micrographs of'D cn d ro no tu s n. sp. and D cndronotus
frondosus radulae. a) Fop view o f Dcndronotus n. sp. radula. b) top view o f D frondosus
radula. c) Side view o f D cndronotus n. sp. radula. d) Side view o f D. frondosus radula. e)
Lateral teeth o f Dcndronotus n. sp. 0 Lateral teeth o f D frondosus. Both species were
approximate!) 17mm long. D cndronotus n. sp. was collected from Cobseook Ba>. Maine
and D frondosus from York. Maine. Bar = I Opm.
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Figure 1.3. Cam era I ue i da sketch o f the reproductive system o f Dcndronotus n. sp. from
a 40mm individual collected from W est Quoddy Head in l.ubec. Maine. A M P = ampulla.
BC = bursa eopulatrix (hidden from view). D V D = distal vas deferens. FC -- to
fertilization chamber. FG M =~ to female gland mass. P = penis. PR = prostate.
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CHAPTER II

E S T IM A T IN G T H E DISPER SA L P O T E N T IA L Of; L A R V A E FRO M S IB L IN G
SPECIES IN TH E GENT S D E S D R O S O T l S

Introduction
The majority o f benthic marine invertebrates have a planktonic larval stage. Hie
dispersal potential o f these larvae has ecological and evolutionary consequences that have
been approached by many different perspectives (see Pechenik 1000. for review ). T he
duration o f larv al planktonic period affects the population dynamics o f benthic adults
such as their habitat and geographical range (Scheltema 1080) and competition for adult
resources (Havenhand 1005). T his dispersal potential also can influence levels o f gene
flow , affecting rates o f speciation. extinction and persistence o f species on an
evolutionary time scale (Strathmann 1*->85: Jablonski 1086).
T he planktonic dispersal period o f many invertebrate larvae is difficult to estimate
due to their small si/e and sensitivity. Some indirect estimates o f the larval dispersal
potential o f a species come from comparisons o f genetic data (e.g. M cM illan et al. 1002:
Parsons 1007: T odd 1008: Kyle & Boulding 2000). These estimates are useful, but rarely
complete w ithout direct observ ations o f larv al dev elopment for corroboration o f the
patterns found using indirect methods. Most direct estimates o f larv al dispersal come
from observations o f larval development in laboratory culture (see Levin & Bridges
1005. for review), aside from the rare field experiment (Olson 1087). These laboratory
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cultures can be used to describe the development o f morphological features for relative
comparisons between different types o f larvae.
This chapter contrasts the larval dispersal potential o f a nudibranch sibling species
complex in the genus D cndronotus with dichotomous life history traits. D cndronotus
frondosus has semi-annual life history traits with relatively fast-growing adults and
planktotrophic larvae (Sisson 2002). Section I o f this chapter describes the laboratorv
culture o f these larvae through to metamorphosis in an attempt to characterize the larval
dispersal potential o f this species. Dcndronotus n. sp. (Chapter 1) has a strictly annual
seasonal occurrence with slow growing adults and lecithotrophic larvae (Sisson 2002).
Section 2 o f this chapter characterizes the maximum larv al dispersal potential o f a
population o f this species by measuring the period o f delaved metamorphosis after
hatching.
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C H A P TE R II (S E C T IO N 1)

V E L IG E R S ['R O M T H E N l'D IB R A N C H D E S D R O S O T l S I R O X D O S! S SHOW
S H E LL GROW T H A N D A N E X T E N D E D P L A N K T O N IC PER IO D IN
L A B O R A T O R V C l L T l RE

Abstract
Three different larval culture methods were employed to characterize the
planktonic period o f planktotrophic veliger larvae from the nudibranch Dcndronotus
frondosus. Larvae in cultures using a roller-bottle system successfully metamorphosed at
73-X6 days after hatching. These veligers have Type 2 (Thompson) lar\al shells that
significantly increased in length over the first 7-14 day s after hatching. Nudibranch
lar\ae with Type 2 protoconchs were previously thought to ha\e relatively short
planktonic periods and no planktonic shell growth. Although these are not absolute
values for the planktonic period o f / ) frondosus larvae, these data show the potential for
extended larval dispersal and may help explain reports o f an extensive geographic range
in north-temperate waters for this species.

Introduction
Marine invertebrate larv ae can be categorized by ecological characteristics in
addition to basic classifications based on morphology and taxonomy. Ecological
characteristics that classify invertebrate larvae include nutritional mode (e.g. feeding vs.
non-feeding), developmental environment (e.g. planktonic vs. non-planktonic). and
dispersal potential (e.g. long vs. short term) (see Levin & Bridges l l)l)5. for rev ie w ).
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However, ecological characteristics cannot be inferred from a classification w ithout
sufficient data on the specific type o f larva.
For example, the dispersal potential o f different types o f invertebrate larvae is
frequently associated with both nutritional mode (feeding vs. non-feeding) and
developmental env ironment (planktonic vs. non-planktonic) (Havenhand 1 9 9 5 ;1.ev in &
Bridges 1t)t>5). Planktotrophic (feeding, planktonic) larvae are thought to require a longer
planktonic period than lecithotrophic (non-feeding, planktonic) larvae and thus have a
larger dispersal potential. Howev er, planktotrophy can be a facultativ e trait for some
larvae (e.g. Fmlet 19X6: K e m p t'& Todd 1989) and many lecithotrophic larvae can delav
metamorphosis while in the water column (Pechenik 1990). both resulting in potentially
variable planktonic dispersal periods. In this case, one cannot assume that larvae have a
larger dispersal potential simply because thev are planktotrophic. Thus, dispersal
potential is not necessarily dependent on the nutritional mode and dev elopmental
env ironment o f invertebrate larvae.
Among nudibranch mollusks (Gastropoda: Opisthobranchia). generalizations have
been made about the dispersal potential o f different types o f planktotrophic larvae. Ihere
are two tvpes o f protoconchs. or larval shells, among nudibranchs: one is a whorled
veliger shell typical o f gastropods, called a Tvpe I protoconch: the other, a Type 2
protoconch (Thompson 1961). is a derived morphology (Page 2000) found only tor some
nudibranchs. Type 2 veliger shells do not have the typical gastropod whorl that spirals
outward as the larva grows and are generally larger upon hatching than Type 1
protoconchs for planktotrophic larv ae (Todd 1981). These morphological characteristics
and a limited number o f observ ations o f these larv ae in culture led to the conclusion that
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veligers with Type 2 protoconchs do not grow significantly during their planktonic
feeding stage, and therefore have a limited planktonic period ( Tardy 1tJ70; Todd 1981:
lladtield & Switzer-Dunlap 1984).
D cndronotus frondosus is a common nudibranch in northern coastal waters that
has a planktotrophic veliger larva with a Type 2 protoconch (Thompson 1961; Hurst
1967: Williams 1971; Sisson 2002). Previous attempts to culture these larvae in the
laboratorv have been unsuccessful (W illiam s 1971: Sisson 2002). despite the expectation
that they should hav e a short-term planktonic feeding stage because o f their protoconch
tvpe. One might predict that veligers with this shell type, and thus a shorter planktonic
phase, would be easier to culture in the laboratorv because o f reduced handling o f the
relatively sensitiv e larvae. However, the single published account o f nudibranch larvae
with Tv pe 2 protoconchs that have been prev iously cultured through metamorphosis is
from the tropical aeolid. PhcstiUa m clanohrachia ( Harris 1975).
The goal o f this study was to successfully culture D frondosus larvae to
metamorphosis to gain a qualified estimate o f their planktonic period and thus larval
dispersal potential. Because larvae with Tvpe 2 shells are thought to be short-term
planktotrophs. I began with culture methods used prev iously for nudibranch larvae w ith
short-term planktonic development such as the ‘ swinging-paddle stir rack' and the
‘airlifted-droplet stirrer' (Strathmann 1987). I'ltim ately. 1 tried the more controlled
environment o f the 'roller-bottle' system (A vila et al. 1997; Avila 1998: Kuzirian et al.
1999) used for longer-term planktotrophic larvae. Although only somatic growth was
expected. 1 measured ov erall protoconch length, concentrating on the earlier phases o f
dev elopment after hatching. I also recorded the timing o f significant morphological trails
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during planktonic development, ending with metamorphic competence to insure
consistency in estimating the planktonic period, and thus dispersal potential o f these
larvae.

Materials and Methods
General Culture Methods:
Sea water preparation: Seawater (30-35 ppt) was regularly collected from the
I ’N H Coastal Marine Laboratory in Newcastle. N il for use in larval and algal culture. All
seawater was I A' filtered and 3jim prefiltered, followed by 0.22pm capsule filtration.
The filtered seawater ( LSW ) was then stored in the dark at IO C until use.
Adult collection and maintenance: Adult I ) frondosus used for spawning were
collected from subtidal hydroid colonies at 5 - 10m depth at Cape Neddiek in York. M L
(43 OO'N: 70 3 6 'W ) during March. 2001. The nudibranchs were predominantly found
feeding on O h clia gcn icu la la and other thecate hydroids and were approximately 2-5cnt
long. Indiv iduals were maintained in aerated aquaria in seawater at 10 C with weekly
seaw ater changes. They w ere fed an ample diet o f the hy droid. O hclia y c n ic u la la .
collected as an epiphyte on the rockweed, Ascophyllum nodosum.
Spawn mass care: Spawn products from D. frondosus were generally deposited on
the sides o f the glass aquaria near the water level, and were isolated from the adults
w ithin one day o f deposition. They w ere placed in FSW in 125ml florence flasks cov ered
with parafilm and gently aerated while exposed to a 12 hr light dark cycle.
Alual culture: LSW for use in microalgal culture was microwaved until boiling in
order to av oid precipitates, then allowed to cool to room temperature before use. The
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medium was then inoculated with an F 2 nutrient medium (Florida Aqua Farms. Inc.
Dade City. FI.), followed by the appropriate microalgae stock, and aerated constantl} at
room temperature on a 18hr light 6hr dark cycle with full-spectrum grow lights. All algal
cell concentrations were measured using a stage hemocytometer so as to feed the larvae a
know n quantity o f food.

Roller-bottle Culture- methods modified after A vila et al. (1 c>c>7) and K u /irian (1
Spawn mass care: After cleaning the spaw n masses o f debris. I dipped each
briefly in 70° <> F'tOH then submerged it in FSW. Individual spawn masses were then
maintained as described above except that the FSW included 0.25 mg I. F I ) I A. When
the larvae began to hatch. I removed the spawn mass, placed it in larval culture medium
(FSW with 0.25mg F D T A and lOmg I. Chloramphenicol (C H I.)) and gently agitated it to
encourage hatching o f the remainder o f the embry os. I he concentration o f veligers was
then estimated by counting ten 1ml samples. a\eraging. and extrapolating to yield a final
concentration o f I veliger ml in 2000m l o f larval culture medium.
Aleal culture: Algal cultures were maintained as described abo\e. I he strains
used were Isochrysis gulhana (C C M P 1323 "IS O "), and Rhodonu>nas sa lin a
(C C M P 1310. ”3C"). The concentration o f algal stocks before dilution into larval culture
tlasks were between 3 x 10 - 1 x 1 0

(IS O ) and 3 x 10' - 1 x 10" (3C ) cells ml.

Larval culture: After the larvae hatched, initial (day 0) maximum shell lengths o f
10 veligers were measured w ith an ocular micrometer on a compound microscope ( - - 10
fim ) before being placed in culture. I then transferred the larvae to a 2000m l roller bottle
(Com ing) with larval culture medium (FS W with 0.25mg F D T A and lOmg L C H I.) and a
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1:1 mixture o f the two algal species ( 3C and ISO) to yield a final concentration o f 1.5 \
1()4 cells/ml. Each culture was sealed with three layers o f parafilm such that no \ isible air
bubbles remained in the culture vessel and placed on a modified roller-bottle apparatus
(1-2 rpm). A ll cultures were maintained at 10°C with grow lights on a 12 hour light dark
cycle.
I started five different cultures from fine different spawn masses in March and
April. 2001. Weekly water changes were performed by isolating the larvae with reverse
filtration through a 38um filter. I added the larvae to new culture medium with the
appropriate amount o f microalgae. During water changes. I measured the maximum
larval shell length o f 5-10 veligers. The mean value for each o f the fixe cultures was then
calculated from these sample lengths for the first five weeks. A repeated measures
A N O Y A with a Tuke> multiple comparisons test was used to analv/e the difference
between the mean shell si/e for the fine larval culture flasks for the six measurements
taken (hatching through week five).
During the weekly water changes, light micrographs were taken o f the larvae at
representative developmental stages. The presence o f distinctive developmental
morphological features were also noted at this time. These included the growth ot the
larval foot (metapodium), the development o f the gut and digestive gland, the presence o f
the larv al kidney (nephrocyst). the presence o f eyes, the retraetion o f the mantle trom the
dorsal area o f the shell, and ultimately the presence o f the anterior propodium.
Tests for metamorphic competence: Once the larv ae appeared to have a well
developed propodium and began limited craw ling with this juv enile foot, they were
exposed to a quantified amount o f adult food material to test their ability to
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metamorphose. Thirtv larvae were added to a previously acid-washed and autoclaved
glass dish with approximately 200 ml o f FSW. F.aeh dish had a microscope slide that had
the hydroid O helia ye nicula ta growing on it. These slides were taken from ongoing
hydroid cultures maintained at 10'C and regularly fed A rtem ia sp. nauplii. Fach slide was
rinsed thoroughly o f visible debris, including any Artem ia sp. cysts, before being placed
in the container with the larvae. Larvae from two different larval culture flasks were
tested for competency at eight weeks (53-56 days), one at nine weeks (63 days), three
different flasks at 10 weeks (70 dav s). two at 11 weeks (77 dav s) and one at 80 dav s.
Further tests were precluded by time limitations and larval mortalitv. I then monitored the
larvae every one to two days, and noted the numbers o f larvae at various stages o f
metamorphosis. these stages included settlement on hydroid material,
resorption shedding o f the velum, loss o f the shell, and ultimately complete
metamorphosis into a hydroid-feeding juvenile slug with a consolidated digestive gland
and early ceratal buds (Bonar & Iladfield 1074).

Culture w ith Airlifted-droplet stirrer- methods modified after Strathmann (1087)
Aleal culture: Cultured microalgae included strains o f T-IS O (Isochrysis yalhana)
and Rhodomomis sp. (obtained from N O A A Milford Laboratorv. Milford. C l ) . I hese
cultures were maintained as described in 'General Culture Methods', and used in similar
algal culture densities for feeding the larvae as for the 'Roller Bottle' cultures.
Larval culture: The culture apparatus was developed after Strathmann (1087) with
the larv ae maintained inside a 200ml tri-pour beaker with a 38pm filter placed inside a
600ml glass beaker filled with FSW. 1 changed the seawater and algal supply three
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times week, and exchanged the entire culture apparatus once per week. Tach culture
vessel began with 200 veligers for an approximate concentration o f I veliger ml. I used
an overhead light to try and maintain the veligers in the water column rather than sinking
to the bottom mesh o f the beaker. During water changes, new microalgae were added to
the cultures for a total concentration o f 1x 1O' cells ml 1:1 T -IS O and Rhodonunuis sp.
I started 21 total cultures between May and August 2000 and tried various combinations
o f diets and antibiotic use to try and m inim i/e larval mortalitv. The final 12 o f those had
50|ig ml Streptonncin Sulfate and 60|ig ml Penieillin-G (Todd 1001) added to them.
Both T-IS O and R lunhm oniis sp. were used for 17 o f the 21 cultures, w hile four were fed
onlv T-ISO . A single culture was attempted at 1 5 C to see i f the larvae responded to a
wanner temperature.
A limited number o f veligers in each culture, and high mortalitv rates prevented
exhaustiv e morphological measurements. The timing o f the dev elopment o f the
metapodium, shell, eves, and mantle retraction was recorded for several cultures. I he
ov erall lengths o f veliger shells were measured for some cultures during the first four
weeks. Initial shell lengths (at hatching) were recorded for 10-30 veligers for 11 different
cultures, while measurements for subsequent weeks were onlv made on I -10 veligers per
culture. Mean v alues o f shell length were ealculated for all cultures at hatching through
week four for comparison with other culture methods.

C ulture with Swinainu-paddle Stir Rack- methods modified after Strathmann (1087):
Alual culture: Microalgae cultures were maintained as for the Airlift-droplet
stirrer methods.
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[.a n al culture: The culture apparatus was developed after Strathmann (1 987)
using plastic swinging paddles (cleaned in a weak acid hath) suspended in 8<)()ml canning
jars containing the larval culture. The paddles stirred the cultures gently at approximately
live cycles minute. In June. 1999. a total o f 8 individual cultures were started at densities
o f approximately 1 veliger ml in f'SW with no added antibiotics. All cultures were fed a
combination o f 1:1 T -IS O and Rhodonumas sp. at I x I O' cells ml during water changes
three times week. Shell size was not measured because o f extremely high mortality rates,
but I observed the limited morphological development during water changes.

Results
Larvae cultured with the Roller Bottle system in 2001 were the only \eligers that
reached metamorphosis successfully. Protoconch length for all live cultures began at a
mean o f 227 pm ( * - 16 pm standard deviation) at hatching, then quickly rose to a mean
o f 292 pm ( - -15 pm standard deviation) within the first week ( f igure 2.1.1). This initial
shell length was significantly different from lengths in the following fi\e weeks o f
culture ( I-=25.8. p- 0.001). fro m day 28 on. the shell length evened out to an overall
mean o f 3 0 1-312pm with a low standard dev iation and range o f values ( F igure 2.1.1).
Shell growth appeared to occur at the aperture and not at the apex o f the shell, although
this was not confirmed histologically. Nephrocy sts appeared as paired reddish spots
posterior to where the eyes eventually developed (figure 2 .1.2). There was some overlap
o f the timing for nephrocyst and eye development between cultures at 3-4 weeks ( I able
2.1). The mantle retracted from the dorsal protoconch and the digestive gland and gut
showed distinct reorganization (Figure 2.1.2) between 6-10 weeks ( fable 2.1.1). The
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anterior propodium (Figure 2.1.2) did not become apparent until lM<) weeks, with the
first successful metamorphosis (Figure 2.1.2) at 10 weeks (Table 2.1.1).
There was no evidence o f spontaneous metamorphosis o f the nudihranchs in the
culture vessels. Attempts to induce metamorphosis at stages earlier than 70 davs were
unsuccessful (Table 2.1.2). Two culture vessels had larvae that successfully
metamorphosed at 70-80 days: however, these cultures were not tested at earlier stages.
Metamorphosis occurred in a specific sequence categorized after Bonar and
Hadfield (1074). It took 3-6 days from the initial exposure to the metamorphic cue to
complete metamorphosis into an actively feeding juvenile nudibranch (Table 2.1.3).
There was also a low success rate for metamorphosis in these trials ( f igure 2.1.3).
Frequentlv. individuals that 'settled' on the hydroid substrate would die in the process o f
metamorphosis either before or after loosing their shells. The hv droids apparentlv added
to this mortalitv. since stenotele nematocysts were found discharged in the shells and
tissues o f these dead veligers. Two complotelv metamorphosed juveniles were found
caught in the seawater surface tension o f one trial, completely separated f rom the h> droid
material. It was not clear if those two larvae had prev iously contacted hv droid tissue to
initiate metamorphosis. No successful metamorphosis was observed after six davs o f
exposure to hydroid material.
Cultures using other methods expired long before those in the Roller-bottles
( Table 2.1.4) and did not show the same regular developmental milestones. I was not
successful in rearing larvae to metamorphic competence using the Airlitted-droplet stirrer
culture system in 2000. but was able to regularly sustained larvae for 6 weeks ( Table
2.1.4) although mortality was extremely high after three weeks. Five cultures developed
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eyes between 28-39 days which is similar to what was observed w ith the Roller-bottle
system (Table 2.1.1). Yeligers in these cultures swam actively in the water column tor the
first week, then settled to the bottom o f the culture vessel. Shell si/es were not measured
in high quantities due to low numbers o f larv ae and high mortality, but some
measurements showed growth patterns similar to those cultured in the roller bottles.
Overall shell length increased from a mean o f 221 pm ( - - 13.5 um standard dev iation) at
hatching to 305 pm ( - - 14.3 pm) at 14 days (Figure 2.1.4). Infrequent measurements for
individual cultures between 14-28 days makes it difficult to discern a pattern o f shell
growth with any confidence past this initial stage ( Figure 2.1.4). I he addition o f
antibiotics showed some improvement in larval surv ivorship, but the use o f only I -IS O
as a food source did not. Larvae in the one culture at 15 C developed rapidly in the first 2
weeks, with the completion o f the shell and enlarged digestiv e tissue, but expired
suddenly after 21 day s.
I had the least success culturing larvae using the Stir rack system. with larvae onlv
lasting about 3 weeks (Ia b le 2.1.4). None o f the larvae ever developed eves, and initial
growth in the gut. digestive gland and metapodium frequently reversed over time in
culture. These cultures had constant problems with ciliate and bacterial contamination.

Discussion
Most estimates o f the planktonic period o f inv ertebrate planktotrophic larv ae
come from direct observations o f larval development in laboratory culture (Levin &
Bridges 1995). aside from the rare field experiment (Olson 1987). Although these
laboratory cultures inevitably differ from the actual planktonic periods o f the larvae (and
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thus larval dispersal potential), they can provide some qualified estimates for comparative
purposes. For example, laboratory cultures o f larv ae can be used to describe the timing of
specific morphological milestones (e.g. Bickell & Chia 1979; Bickell &. Kem pf 1983).
compare grovvih responses to different culture temperatures (e.g. Todd 1991). and
analyze developmental responses to different quantities and types o f phytoplankton diets
( K em p f & W illow s 1977: Bickell & Chia 1979; A vila et al. 1997).
Larval culture methods commonly used for larvae with reiativelv short planktonic
periods such as the 'Svvinging-paddle stir rack- and 'Airlifted-droplet stirrer' (A D S ) were
not effective for /). tm m iosus larvae. The onlv successful method for raising these
veligers to metamorphic competence was the 'Roller-bottle' svstem which resulted in one
o f the longest laboratory cultures o f nudibraneh larvae to date (Todd 1981: lladfield
Sw it/er-D unlap 1984). This same method was used to culture larvae from the aeolid
nudibraneh. Ik rm is s o u h i crassicornis. that yielded a minimum time to metamorphic
competence o f approximately 30 davs at 1 2 C (A v ila 1998; K u/irian et al. 1909). The
success o f this method over others for larvae with longer planktonic periods mav be due
to less 'handling' o f the veligers during water changes leading to shell and soft tissue
damage and additional contamination with bacteria and ciliates.
Because o f the difficulty in culturing I ) frondosus larv ae. 1 did not test the effects of
different diets and temperatures on developmental rates and surv ivorship to determine if
this is an absolute minimum planktonic period (Todd 1991). However, the consistency in
the occurrence o f morphological traits throughout veliger dev elopment in the different
cultures (Table 2.1.1) lends credibility to the planktonic period measured in these
cultures. For example, the development o f eyes occurs nearly one month into the culture
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period in both the Roller-bottle and ADS culture methods. However, the complete range
o f onset o f metamorphic competence for this species is probably not shown here since
intra-culture and inter-culture variability can be considerable for laboratory cultures
(Todd 1991).
The mixture o f Rhodomonas sal inn ( 3 0 and Isochrysis galhana (IS O ) was an
appropriate diet for culturing these larvae. Mixed diets have commonly resulted in
optimal growth rates for opisthobranch veligers in culture ( Kem pf & Willows 1977;
Gibson & Chia 19X9; Todd et al. 19 9 1; A vila et al. 1997). and the combination o f ISO
and 3C resulted in optimal growth rates and survivorship for veligers from //.
crassicornis (Harrigan & Alkon 1978: Av ila et al. 1997). and the dorid nudibraneh.
(h u hidoris h ila m clla ta ( fodd 1981). These algae hav e been used for opisthobranch
larval cultures in concentrations between I.xll)4 - I x l()'c e lls ml. fhe concentration of
algal cells used in the ADS and Stir-rack methods ( I x 1()' cells m l) ( Perron &. Turner
1977; Gibson & Chia 1989) may have resulted in high levels o f fouling and decreased
survivorship compared to the lower concentration (1.5 x IO4 cells ml) used in the Rollerbottle cultures ( Kem pf & Willows 1977: Chia & Koss 1978; Bickell & Chia 1979;
Bickell & Kem pf 1985: Plaut et al. 1995; Avila et al. 1997).
Culturing these larv ae at lO 'C was a realistic approximation o f spring and

e a rly

summer surface water temperatures in coastal regions o f the G u lf o f Maine. W ater
temperatures at the site that the adult D. frondosus were collected (York. Maine) ranged
between 1-11 ~'C between March and June. 2001 (Chapter 3). so lO 'C actually approaches
the maximum temperature that these larvae would have immediately faced upon hatching
in the wild. However. Pedersen and Page (2000) cultured larvae from the moon snail.
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P oliniccs le w isii. at ‘ normal’ temperature ranges, only to find that they would only
develop to metamorphic competence at a much higher temperature (20-22 C ). I)
from iosus veligers may have developed faster at 15 :C. but the one culture attempted at
this temperature did not survive long enough to obtain any growth rates for comparison.
Adult prey species have commonly been used to induce metamorphosis for
laboratory-cultured opisthobranch larvae (Hadfield & Sw itzer-Dunlap 1084). O hclia
ilcM cuU ttit is a hydroid commonly preyed on by D. frondosus in the G u lf o f Maine
( Lambert 1001 b: Sisson 2002) and the adults collected for spawning in this study were
actively feeding on this species (although other hydroids were present).
The rates o f metamorphosis in this study (Figure 2.1.3) were lower than that in other
studies with nudibraneh larvae ( Kem pf & W illows 1077; Chia & Koss 1078) but similar
to the rate found for I I crassicornis by Avila et al. (1007) using hy droids to induce
metamorphosis. Predation on the larvae by ( ) gcnicu/ara poly ps was obsened in several
trials, which may have lowered these percentages, and also may be a factor for settlement
success in wild populations. Alternatively, this may be a result o f intra-culture variability
producing larvae that are at different developmental stages within the same culture.
Future studies should use more replicates to culture larvae for a longer period and follow
rates o f metamorphosis. Also, a positiv e control such as high lev els o f potassium or
choline ions (Todd et al. 1991) could help eliminate larval mortality upon settlement.
Planktotrophic veliger larvae from Dendronotus frondosus hav e Ty pe 2 shells that
hatch w ithout developmental traits such as eyes or a propodium (Thompson 1961; Hurst
1% 7: W illiam s 1971; Sisson 2002). In laboratory culture at 10'C. D. frondosus larv ae
show significant growth in overall length from hatching to a maximum size within 1-2
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weeks in Roller-bottle cultures (Figure 2.1.1). Although they did not reach
metamorphosis successfully, sim ilar early trends in shell growth were found for larvae in
the A D S cultures ( Figure 2.1.4). M any authors have previously assumed that Ty pe 2
veligers have no planktonic (post hatch) shell growth, only somatic growth (Todd 1*->81:
Hadfield & Switzer-Dunlap 1984). However, this is based on a single published account
o f a veliger with a Type 2 protoconch in laboratory culture (Harris 1975).
Similar to previous results (Sisson 2002). this study also showed a significant degree
o f variability in overall shell length at hatching (170-270 pm ) for the lar\ae used in
culture. The period o f planktonic protoconch grow th may vary simply as a function of
capsular period with some veligers hatching with a nearly complete shell, and others with
a relatively undeveloped shell. There was also \ariability in shell length later in culture
( F igure 2.1.1. 2.1.4) for these larv ae possibly resulting from damage during the
maintenance o f the cultures.
Along with protoconch growth, other researchers have assumed that Type 2 veligers
have relatively brief planktonic periods based on limited observations ( lardy 1970; [odd
1981: Hadfield & Switzer-Dunlap 1984). In this study. D trom tosus larvae require a
significant period o f time to complete metamorphosis: between 70-80 days after hatching
at 1 0 C ( Fable 2.1.1). This does not necessarily represent a minimum planktonic period
since factors such as algal diet, temperature and presence o f antibiotics may have
significant effects on development rates and metamorphic success. Howev er, compared
with the dev elopment time o f other nudibraneh larv ae, these veligers certainly cannot be
considered to have short-term planktonic periods. For example. Type 2 veligers o f
P hestilla m ehm obrachia have a m inim um time to metamorphosis o f 8-10 days at 22 C in
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laboratory culture (Harris 1975). Conversely. D. frondosus shell growth did not complete
for at least 10 days ( Figure 2.1.1) and the eyes consistently developed after 28-55 dav s in
culture ( fable 2.1.1).
This consistency in the progression o f developmental traits in D frondosus larv ae in
culture suggests that Type 2 veligers can have long-term planktonic feeding stages
contrary to previous assumptions. In addition, the potential for growth in Type 2
protoconchs indicates a need to reevaluate these categories o f life history traits among
nudibranchs. Goddard (2001) recently described planktotrophic larvae from the
nudibraneh. Aegircs alhopunciatus. that hatch w ith ev es and no operculum. He
considered these morphological features rare exceptions to the ty pical nudibraneh
planktotrophic larv a. These studies suggest a need for continued attention to natural
history data in order to challenge assumptions about opisthobranch larval traits.
Finally, results from laboratory cultures o f larvae always have limited applications to
ecological patterns in the field. However, these results do show the potential for long
term planktonic development and dispersal o f D. frondosus larvae in the G u lfo t Maine.
This dispersal potential may offer an explanation for the reported circum-boreal
distribution o f D frondosus ( Robilliard 1970).
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Tabic 2.1.1. Summary o f dev elopmental stages o f I ) frondosus larv ae in laboratory
culture for the Roller-bottle and Airli tted-droplet stirrer (A D S ) methods. The number o f
individual cultures where each trait was observed (n) and the range, in dav s after
hatching, for each developmental event is given. A 'complete' shell was evaluated when
most o f the veligers observ ed measured ZWoOOjim in maximum length. Nephrocvst
dev elopment was not recorded for the ADS cultures. Retraction o f the mantle began
earlier than indicated here, but was not complete until this range o f v alues. Complete
retraction o f the mantle tissue was observ ed for the ADS. but this may have been a result
o f degrading health o f the veligers toward the end o f their sustenance in culture. I he
range o f values for the culture with successful metamorphosis was measured bv exposure
to the hydroid ( )h cliu g en iculaia.
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R oller Bottles

ADS

(Hi

range(davs)

(Hi

range (davs)

Hatching

(5)

0

(21)

0

Mctapodium apparent,
digestive gland and gut
increase in size

(5)

11-21

(S)

7-23

Complete shell

(5)

11-15

(7)

14-2S

Nephrocysts

(5)

1S-2S

Larval eyes

(5)

28-32

(5)

28-39

Complete retraction o f
mantle

(5)

42-71

(2)

2S-36

Propodium de\ eloped

(4)

62-71

0

Successful
metamorphosis

(I)

73-86

0

n a
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Tabic 2.1.2. Number o f trials with successful metamorphosis o f / ) frondosus
planktotrophic larvae in roller bottle cultures using the hydroid O hclia

c n icu la ta to

induce metamorphosis, bach trial consisted o f 30 larvae, with a successful trial resultin
in at least one feeding juvenile after 3-6 days. A ll trials were from different culture
vessels except those tested at 77 days, which were from two different larval culture
flasks.

Day in
culture

N um ber of trials

N u m b e r o f trials

(30 larvae each)

successful
metamorphosis

56

2

0

63

1

0

70

3

1

77

4

2

80

1

1
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Table 2.1.3. Timing o f stages o f metamorphosis o f D. frondosus planktotrophic larvae for
the four successful trials (30 larvae each) from the roller bottle culture at 70-80 davs.
Settlement was recorded when veligers were observ ed craw ling on the test substrate, the
hydroid O helia g e n ia tla ta . Veligers that no longer had a velum still had a larval shell,
which was lost shortly thereafter. A competent juvenile was ev aluated by its ability to
feed on hydroid material, and the dev elopment o f dorsal ceras buds.

Stages of
metamorphosis

Range (days)

Start trial

70-80

Settlement

71-85

Loss o f velum

72-85

Loss o f shell

73-86

Juvenile

73-86
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Table 2.1.4. Summary o f the three methods o f laboratory culture for D frondosus
veligers. including Roller Bottle (after Avila et al. 1997: Kuzirian et al. 1999). Airlifteddroplet stirrer (A D S ) and the Swinging-paddle stir rack (after Strathmann 1987). Roller
bottle culture vessels were 2000ml. ADS 200ml. and Stir Rack vessels 800ml for an
initial concentration o f approximately 1 veliger ml. The cultures were terminated when
onlv 1-2 v eligers remained. Sev eral o f the roller bottle cultures ended because all larv ae
had been used for metamorphic competence trials, and were not a result o f unhealthy
larvae or contamination.

SUMMARY

Roller Bottle

ADS

S tir Rack

« Cultures

5

21

8

» Larv ae culture

2000

200

800

Duration (days)
Mean
Range

72.4
02-80

40
14-61

22.75
14-33

Metamorphosis

Yes

No

No

4‘)
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Figure 2.1.1. Mean protoconch lengths (~ - standard deviation) o f D. frondosus larvae
from 5 larval culture flasks in the roller bottle system. The value for each flask was
determined by averaging the length o f the shells measured in that flask for a given date
(5<n<10). M inim um and maximum values are plotted for individual shell lengths, not the
mean for the culture flask. A repeated measures A N O V A with a Tukey multiple
comparisons test for the first 35 days o f culture showed that the mean length o f veligers
shells at hatching (day 0) was significantly less than the follow ing 5 weeks in culture
(F 5.:o =25.8, p O .O O l).
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Fiuure 2.1.2. Light micrographs depicting stages o f D. frondosus larval development
from the roller bottle cultures. Bar^lOOfim. V = velum. MP= metapodium. IX i= digestive
gland. G = gut and intestine. LRM =larval retractor muscle. S= statocyst. L> eye(s). N =
nephrocyst. PP= propodium, a) Dav 0 : V iew o f left side o f veliger at hatching. Note the
incomplete Type 2 protoconch (arrow) b) Dav 7 post-hatch: Left side of veliger with
complete shell, developing metapodium, gut and digestive gland. Note the growth rings
on dorsal aperture o f protoconch (arrow ) c) Dav 3 5 : Dorsal view o f veliger and right side
o f another veliger with eyes (nephrocysts present but not visible), beginning o f mantle
detachment from the dorsal protoconch (arrow). Note that velum is partially contracted
into the protoconch in these veligers d) Dav 42: Right side o f veliger with eyes and
nephrocy sts visible, extensive digestive gland and metapodium development, e) Dav 7 0 :
Left side o f completely developed veliger with propodium present, complete detachment
o f mantle from dorsal protoconch (arrow) and reorganization o f visceral mass. Note that
the protoconch was fractured by the weight o f the coverslip just prior to taking this
micrograph. It did not significantly distort the features o f this larv a, although it did help
illustrate many o f the features by flattening the image, f) Dav 77 post-hatch: Dorsal view
o f a newly metamorphosed juv enile with buds o f cerata on dorsal epidermis (arrow)
feeding on hydroid material.
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Fitiurc 2.1.3. Number o f larvae at various stages o f metamorphosis for the four successful
competence trials from the roller bottle cultures. Hach trial began with 30 veliger larv ae
from culture exposed to the hydroid O hclia ge n iciila u i grow ing on a glass microscope
slide. The left-hand column includes the number o f days larv ae remained in culture
before the trial for metamorphic competence began. Representative totals are given for
Day 3 and Day 6 o f the trials, intermediate data were collected for each o f these trials but
are not presented here. Veligers that had lost their shell were also recorded in these trials,
but none were observed for these two days o f data collection so they are also not
presented here. The highest totals o f metamorphic success w ere reached at Dav 6 after
exposure to the hydroid material in all o f the trials.
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Figure 2.1.4. Mean protoconch lengths (+■ - standard deviation) o f I). frondosus veligers
from ‘ Airlifted-droplet stirrer' cultures over 28 days after hatching. The number o f
cultures measured for each date is given for each weekly measurement (4<n< 1 I cultures).
The value for each culture was determined by averaging the length o f the shells measured
in that tlask for a given date ( l<n<30 veligers). Minimum and maximum values are
plotted for individual shell lengths, not the mean for the culture tlask.
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CHAPTER II (SECTION 2)

D E L A Y E D M E I A M O R P H O S iS OF EEC TTHO TRO PHIC L A R V A E FR O M TH E
NT D IB R A N C H D F . \ D R ( ) \ ( ) T l S N. SP.

Abstract
Many marine invertebrate leeithotrophic larvae extend their planktonic period b>
dela> ing the induction o f metamorphosis. This study analyzes the maximum period o f
delayed metamorphosis for leeithotrophic veligers from the nudibraneh D c m irm o iu s n.
sp. by inducing metamorphosis at set periods o f delay using an artificial stimulus. larvae
showed a significant decrease in rates o f metamorphosis over eight day s after hatching
coupled with increased mortality over the same period. The results show a limited
potential for larval dispersal for this population o f nudibranchs.

Introduction
Many benthic invertebrates have leeithotrophic larvae with potentially variable
planktonic dispersal periods. Several different processes can either delay or expedite the
initiation o f metamorphosis to a juvenile, resulting in longer or shorter times spent in the
water column. The planktonic period o f some leeithotrophic larv ae can be extended in the
absence o f an appropriate chemical or physical cue for inducing metamorphosis (e.g.
Birkeland et al. 1971: Sebens 1983: Kem pf & Hadfield 1985: Emlet 1986: Kem pf &
Todd 1989; Woollacott et al. 1989; Peehenik 1990; Pechenik & Cerulli 1991; Hart 1996:
Tasker & Kim 1996: Wendt 1996; Zaslovv & Benayahu 1996: Dahan & Benayahu 1998;
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Maldonado & Young 1999). This results in a longer planktonic period where the larvae
either survi\e hy mainly using maternally-supplied energy stores (Birkeland et al. 1971:
Sebens 1*->83: Woollacott et al. 1989; Peehenik & Cerulli 1991; Lasker & Kim 1996;
Wendt 1996; Zasloxx & Benay ahu 1996; Maldonado &. Young 1W ) | or by feeding
facultatively on phytoplankton ( Kem pf & Hadfield 1985: Lmlet 1986: Kem pf & fodd
1989; Hart 1996). On the other extreme, the time larvae spend in the water column can be
shortened simply when an appropriate cue is encountered and metamorphosis is initiated,
or when the timing o f larval hatching is extremely plastic. The latter has been obserxed in
some opisthobranch gastropods with leeithotrophic larvae that either ha\e a planktonic
phase after hatching, or undergo intraeapsular metamorphosis, thus completely axoiding a
planktonic phase o f dexelopment (Gibson & Chia 1995: Chester 1996). All o f these
factors result in potentially variable planktonic periods for leeithotrophic larxae and are
important in characterizing the larval dispersal potential o f a species.
The nexxly described nudibraneh species. Dcndronotus n. sp. has leeithotrophic
larxae xxith a knoxxn loxxer lim it for dispersal. Intraeapsular metamorphosis has not been
obserxed for these larx ae. but metamorphosis can occur immediately after hatching from
the embryonic capsule on the gelatinous spawn mass material (Sisson 2002). Hoxxexer.
there still remains the possibility for delay o f metamorphosis during the planktonic phase
o f these larx ae. There is no evidence for facultative planktotrophy in these x eligers
(Sisson 2002). but they max be able to delay metamorphosis for considerable periods in
the absence o f an appropriate cue using maternal energy stores. In this laboratory study I
attempted to characterize the ability o f larxae from a specific population o f D cn Jronoius
n. sp. to delay metamorphosis after hatching.
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Adult D cn Jro n o iu s n. sp. individuals were collected from W est Quoddy Head in
L.ubec. M I: ( f igure 3.2) where a predictable annual reproductive season occurred in the
intertidal. The spawn products were cultured in the laboratory , where larvae were
previously found to hatch on a\erage 32 days after deposition under standard conditions
(Sisson 2002). I'p o n hatching, the larvae were exposed to a chemical cue to induce
metamorphosis after timed delays o f 0. 2. 4. 6 or 8 days. Choline chloride in seawater
was used to induce metamorphosis ( Hirata & Hadfield 1086: Todd et al. 1001) for each
treatment since preliminary results indicated that this resulted in a high percentage o f
metamorphosed larvae after hatching. I was interested in the number o f larv ae that
completed metamorphosis after each period o f delay, and also intermediate stages prior to
metamorphosis.

Materials and Methods

Collection and maintenance o f animals: Adult D cn Jronoius n. sp. used for spawning
were collected from intertidal hydroid colonies at approximate^ the mid-tide range at
West Quoddv Head in l.ubec. M T (44 40N; 66 5 7 'W ) during March. 2001. The
nudibranchs were approximately 5cm long and found associated with the hydroid
S c rtu la ria p u m J a in the Held. I began with 10 indiv iduals maintained in aerated aquaria
in seawater (30-35ppt) at 10°C with weekly seawater changes, but they died as spawning
continued for the next two months until only one indiv idual remained. They were fed an
ample diet o f the hv droid. O hcliu ycniculutu. collected as an epiphyte on the rockweed.
Ascophyllum noJosum which was previously found to be a preferred diet for these
nudibranchs (Sisson 2002).
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Collection and maintenance o f spawn masses- Detulronotus n. sp. generall> deposited
spawn products on the sides o f the glass aquaria near the water level. These were isolated
from the adults within one day o f deposition, each cleaned o f debris, and dipped briefly
in 7 0 °o FtO H before being submerged in 0.22pm capsule filtered seawater ( FSW ). Fach
spawn mass was then placed in FSW with 0.25 mg L FD TA in 125ml llorence tlasks
covered with parafilm and gently aerated with weekly seawater changes until hatching.
Larvae began to hatch after approximately 32 days (Sisson 2002). The spawn mass was
then placed in FSW and gently agitated to encourage hatching o f the remainder o f the
veligers. The larvae were placed into a new FSW bath with a transfer pipette then
counted and divided into treatment groups.

Fxperimental desiun- To determine how long these veligers could dela> metamorphosis
after hatching. I exposed subsamples o f larvae from a single spawn mass to a
metamorphic cue after different periods o f time. Rates o f metamorphosis were obtained
for larvae immediately after hatching and in subsequent two-dav intervals hv exposing
veligers to 1()': M Choline Cloride (ChCl) in FSW (Hirata & Hadfield 1086; 1odd et al.
1901). The five levels o f experimental treatments tested with exposure to ChCl were 0
(hatching). 2. 4. 6 and 8 days after hatching (Figure 2.2.1). 1 delayed metamorphosis hy
maintaining veligers in FSW without the ChCl inducer.
Fach replicate trial began with veligers from a single spawn mass div ided into ten
containers: nine each with FSW and one with ChCl. Fxperimental containers consisted o f
30 veligers in 160ml indiv idual plastic covered containers with either FSW or ChCl. In
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.subsequent two-day intervals. 30 larvae were removed from FSW and placed in a clean
container with the ChCl solution. Ten replicates were started between April-M ay 2001.
Two days after exposure to ChCl. the larxae were transferred to FSW and
observed for progress o f metamorphosis exery two days for up to six days after the initial
exposure. Preliminary results indicated that veligers exposed to ChCl would
metamorphose within this time frame, and needed to be transferred to FSW in order to
survive. The stages o f metamorphosis recorded for each treatment included: I ) loss o f the
velum (or partially resorbed) 2) loss o f the shell 3) complete metamorphosis including
detorsion o f the gut and protrusion o f anterior dorsal ceras buds ( lionar <fc I lad Held
1 74). For each treatment group, the maximum number o f veligers at each stage was used
for statistical analy sis. The number o f veligers that died in the process o f metamorphosis
was also recorded.
Survivorship of the xeligers in FSW (not exposed to ChCl) was recorded ex cry
two days. These rates o f surx tx orship were averaged for each container containing 30
xeligers and compared to rates in the experimental treatment groups. Any
metamorphosed indixiduals were also recorded for each experimental container w ith
FSW . averaged in a similar manner, and used as controls for the rates o f metamorphosis
in the delay treatments. Living unmetamorphosed xeligers were then combined to a
standard concentration o f 30 xeligers container. Hxery four days I transferred these
veligers into a clean container with more FSW.

Data analysis- A repeated measures A N O V A and a Kruskal-W allis test for nonparametric data was used to determine significant differences between treatment groups
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(0. 2. 4. 6 and 8-day delay). These tests were each done separately for the number o f
veligers that had lost their velum, lost their shell, and completely metamorphosed. All
data were first converted to percentages ( - 30) for analysis, and data were arcsine
transformed for the repeated measures A N O V A . A post-hoc Tukey test or nonparametrie
multiple comparisons test was used to determine significant differences between
treatment groups.
The rates o f metamorphosis and surv ivorship for larv ae in the treatment groups
exposed to ChCl and the control groups remaining in FSW were compared using 2-tailed
t-tests. These were compared separately for 0. 2. 4. 6 and 8-day delav treatments for rates
o f metamorphosis, and for 2. 4. 6. and 8 days after hatching for survivorship data.

Results
Larvae exposed to the metamorphic inducer ChCl went through three basic
morphological changes during metamorphosis: the loss resorption o f the velum, the loss
o f the larval shell, and finally detorsion and reorganization o f the digestive gland and gut
to form a juvenile nudibraneh. Not all larvae that were observed without a velum or shell
eventually completed metamorphosis.
The mean number o f larvae without a velum after delay for eight days was
significantly lower in trials than those exposed to ChCl soon after hatching (A N O V A
F4 ;h=6.73. p<0.001) (Figure 2.2.2). A multiple comparison test found that the percentage
o f larv ae without a velum was significantly higher for the 0 and 2-day delay than larv ae
in the 8-day delay treatment (Figure 2.2.2).
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Larvae did not progress to the next stage o f metamorphosis in a predictable
pattern. The mean number o f veligers that had lost their shells did not significant!} differ
between any o f the delay treatments (Figure 2.2.3) (A N O V A FT

72. p 0.20). There

were lower numbers o f larvae that had lost their shells after an 8-day delay o f
metamorphosis, but the high variability o f earlier trials precluded a clear statistical trend.
Overall, rates o f completed metamorphosis were very low. with a mean o f l l)°n
( - - 2 7 °o standard deviation) in ten replicates for larvae exposed to ChCl immediate!}
after hatching (0-day delay). The first replieate observed had a high rate o f
metamorphosis o f c)3°<> immediatel} after hatching, while the last five replicates had rates
o f 0-27° o at a similar stage. For all ten replicates, the mean percentage o f metamorphosed
larvae decreased significantly with delayed exposure to over 8 davs (A N O V A FT

3.n8.

p- 0.05) ( Figure 2.2.4). A Luke} multiple comparison test showed that rates o f
metamorphosis onl} significant!} differed between the 0- and 8-da_v delav treatment
(p*"0.05) (Figure 2.2.4). All results for testing differences between treatment effects were
the same for the A N O V A and non-parametric kruskal-Wallis tests. Controls with larvae
in FSW had mean rates o f metamorphosis significant!} lower than the experimental
counterparts exposed to ChCl at 0. 2. and 6 days after hatching (Figure 2.2.4) (two tailed
t-tests. p<0.05). There was no control for the 8-da} delay treatment, so only the 4-day
delay treatment did not significantly differ from the control ( Figure 2.2.4).
The percentage o f larvae that died 2-8 days after hatching was higher in
containers with ChCl. A ll o f these differences were significant (p<().()5) except for those
observed two days after hatching, where the ChCl treatment only had a slightly higher
mean mortality rate than larvae in FSW (0 .0 5 < p < 0 .10) (Figure 2.2.5). M ortality also
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increased from the first replicate observed at 2 days (0°o ChC'l. 4 ° 0 FSW ) to rates o f 777° o in the last five replicates after the same period.

Discussion
Rates o f larval metamorphosis generally decrease during the competence period
o f a species i f they have not encountered an appropriate metamorphic cue (Sebens 0 8 3 :
Kem pf & Todd 1980; Woollacott et al. ITS1); Pechenik 19*40; Peehenik & Cerulli 1 W I:
Weber & Hpifanio 0 % : Wendt l lH)6; /aslo w & Benayahu 0 % ; \ \ i l a 1W 8: Dahan <fc
Benayahu l lW8: Pechenik & Rice 2 0 0 1). I.an ae from the nudibranch I)cndn»u>iu.\ n. sp.
showed a distinct trend o f decreasing rates o f metamorphosis with longer periods o f delay
after hatching.
The first noticeable morphological change associated with metamorphosis in
nudibranch larvae is the swelling o f the foot and the loss o f the \elu m ( Bonar & iladtield
1074). This occurred in a significantly larger percentage o f \eligers with a minimum
period o f post-hatch delay (0-2 days) than in those not exposed to ChC'l before 8 days
post-hatch (fig u re 2.2.2). However, not all o f these veligers completed metamorphosis,
resulting in an untimely death. When veligers died, they would either retract into the
larval shell and expire, or first completely shed the shell. Ihis mortality, combined with
veligers dying prior to any morphological change associated with metamorphosis, led to
an unclear pattern o f shell loss over time (Figure 2.2.3). Some veligers without a shell
might have been mistakenly counted as progressing towards metamorphosis, when in
actuality they were just in a state o f decay. Although they were not counted as data for
Figure 2.2.3. some veligers w ithout a shell still had a velum. These individuals newer
progressed with metamorphosis.
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Mean rates o f complete metamorphosis declined significantly after 8 days o f
delayed exposure to ChC'l (Figure 2.2.4). This general trend held true for all o f the
replicates; however, earlier replicates had higher levels o f metamorphosis. Spawn masses
deposited earlier in the reproductive cycle o f a nudibranch may have more numerous and
larger embryos that are more likely to hatch than those in later spawn products (Jones et
al. 1W 6 ). This may in turn influence relative rates o f successful metamorphosis and the
ability to delay metamorphie processes. Individual nudibranchs were not tracked to see
which replicates were associated with the order o f deposition, so spawn masses in later
replicates may have been deposited later in the spawning cycle o f the parents resulting in
larvae that were less likely to successfullv delay metamorphosis. In addition, the onset of
metamorphie competence was not standardized between clutches (see review b\
Pechenik 1WO) which may have influenced the results o f delaved metamorphosis for
D cn d ron o tus n. sp. larvae. For these reasons, this should not be considered an absolute
period o f delaved metamorphosis for these larvae, but documents a range o f values useful
for comparison.
A rtificial means o f inducing metamorphosis in inv ertebrate larv ae such as
increased lev els o f potassium or Choline ions have had mixed results. Todd ( I W 1 ) found
that for larvae from the nudibranch .-M alaria p ro x im a . increased k

produced

significant!) lower rates o f metamorphosis than ChCI. Hirata and Hadfield ( l l)86) also
had success with ChCI for inducing metamorphosis in the nudibranch P hcstilla sihoyac.
although most follow ing studies used increased levels o f k * . Success in initial trials with
D cndronotus n. sp. larv ae, and these published accounts o f using ChCI with nudibranch
larv ae led to the choice o f this agent.
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Rates o f mortality have not been reported frequently in previous studies o f
delayed metamorphosis in leeithotrophie larvae. When they have. Iar\al mortality rates
predictably increase with increased time o f planktonic development (Birkeland et al.
I c>71; Sebens 1983: Kem pf & Todd 1989; Xaslow & Benayahu 1996: Dahan & Benavahu
1998) and larvae exposed to a metamorphie inducer generally have higher mortalitv rates
than controls (larvae in seawater without an inducer) (Birkeland et al. 1971). In this
study, the number o f dead larvae was significantly higher in containers with ChC'l ( figure
2.2.5). This could he artifact o f ChCI exposure, or result o f larv ae not completing
metamorphosis after receiv ing an appropriate cue possiblv because o f insufficient energv
reserves. Despite the differences in mortality for experimental treatments, mortalitv
increased eonsistentlv in both treatments and controls over time ( figure 2.2.5). This mav
indicate a general depletion in energv for the larvae delayed for a longer time, thus
favoring the latter explanation.
Periods o f delayed metamorphosis for leeithotrophie larv ae in laboratory
conditions mav be on the order o f sev eral davs (fm le t 1986; Woollacott et al. 1989;
Pechenik &. Cerulli 1991 ; Wendt 1996). weeks (fasker & Kim 1996; /aslow &
Benayahu 1996). or months ( Birkeland et al. 1971: Yamaguchi & Lucas 1984: Dahan &
Benayahu 1998). fo r this population o ( DcnJronolus sp. longer dispersal periods are
unlikely at 10'C. Water temperatures at a nearby site are 2-4 3C lower than what was used
for this experiment at times when larvae are hatching in the field (Chapter 3). W ith these
low er temperatures, actual periods o f delay mav be somew hat higher than the six dav s o f
significant lev els o f metamorphosis observ ed in this study. Periods o f delay mav also
vary between sites and populations. However, in this population o f nudibranehs.
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significantly higher rates o f larval metamorphosis occur within two days o f hatching.
This could limit planktonic period o f larvae, and thus the dispersal potential o f the
population as a whole. With the presence o f an appropriate metamorphie cue (i.e. an adult
food source), this dispersal phase could be limited even further, possibly resulting in
recoloni/ation o f the immediate parental habitat.
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Induced metamorphosis (C h C I)

{•'inure 2.2.1. Diagram o f experimental design for delaying larval metamorphosis in
D cndronotus n. sp. After larvae hatch from a single spawn mass, they were isolated in
FSW and divided into ten containers w ith 30 veligers each. Veligers in nine o f the
containers were in FSW. while one contained ChCI to induce metamorphosis (the 0-delay
treatment). livery two day s after hatching. 30 unmetamorphosed veligers were placed in a
container with ChCI resulting in the five different treatment levels (O.2.4.6. and 8-day
delay). Rates o f metamorphosis and mortality for ten replicates were recorded as
described in the Methods.
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litzure 2.2.2. Mean percentage (~ - standard deviation) o f Dcndronotus n. sp. larvae with
a lost resorbed velum upon exposure to ChCI in two day intervals after hatching for 10
replicate containers o f 30 larvae each. The percentage o f larv ae without a velum was
significantly less after 4-8 days delayed induction o f metamorphosis (AN O N 'A IT
6.73 p « ).0 0 1 ). Horizontal bars illustrate the results o f a post-hoc Tukey multiple
comparisons test (p<0.()5) to test differences between the means o f indiv idual treatments.
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{■'inure 2.2.3. Mean percentage (~ - standard deviation) o f Dcndronotus n. sp. larv ae
without a shell after exposure to ChCI in two day interv als after hatching for I0 replicate
containers o f 30 larv ae each. The percentage o f larv ae without a shell was not
significantly different for the 5 treatment lev els o f delayed induction o f metamorphosis
(A N O V A F4.;„= 1.72. p>0.20).
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Finure 2.2.4. Mean percentage ( - - standard deviation) o f l)cni/ron<>fu.\ n. sp. larxae that
had completely metamorphosed alter exposure to ChC'l in two day intervals after
hatching for 10 replicate containers o f 30 larx ae each. The percentage o f larx ae that
completely metamorphosed xxas significantly less after 2-8 days delayed induction o f
metamorphosis ( A N O Y A IT

3.68 p<().()5). Horizontal bars illustrate the results o f a

post-hoc Tukey multiple comparisons test (p<0.()5) to test differences betxxeen the means
o f individual treatments. Mean rates o f metamorphosis are also gix en for controls
(xeligers that xxere only exposed to FSW after hatching). An asterisk ( * ) indicates a
significant difference betxxeen the experimental treatment (xvith ChCI) and the control
mean for each period o f delay after hatching (2-tailed t-test. p<0.05). experimental means
xxere significantly higher than controls in all treatment levels except for the 4-day delay
treatment. There was not a control for the 8-dax delay treatment because o f mortality.
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Figure 2.2.5. Mean rates o f mortality (=dead larvae 30) (~ - standard deviation) o f
D cm bonoius n. sp. larvae in control containers (FSW ) and experimental containers
(C h C I) in days after hatching. An asterisk ( * ) indicates significant differences between
control and experimental treatments for that period o f delay (2-tailed t-test, p<().()5).
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CHAPTER II (COMBINED)

E S T IM A T IN G T H E DISPERSAL P O TE N TIA L OF LARVAE: FR O M S IB L IN G
SPECIES IN TH E GENT S D E S D R O S O T l S

Conclusion
Although absolute values have not been established. D cndronotus frondosus has a
comparatively longer minimum dispersal potential than D cndronotus n. sp. A more
detailed comparison o f the planktonic periods o f the two larval types w ill he presented in
the following chapter in reference to biogcographical and ecological patterns o f adult
populations. Extensive periods o f delayed metamorphosis remain possible for both
species as larv al characteristics may vary between parental populations and resource
availability. Howev er, it is clear from the two very different sets o f dev elopmental
characteristics that the maximum planktonic period is limited at least for some
populations o f D cndronotus n. sp. (on the order o f day s-weeks). and potentially extensive
for Dcndronotus frondosus larv ae (weeks-months).
More information on the developmental variability o f both species would help
distinguish these two very different life histories. Is facultative feeding possible in some
populations? Do planktotrophic larvae that hatch with a complete shell take less time to
metamorphosis? What role does maternal investment have on the planktonic period o f
both types o f larvae? Answers to these questions will help establish this sibling species
complex as a model sy stem to study the evolutionary ecology o f invertebrate life history
traits.
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CHAPTER III

I.IF E H IS T O R Y D Y N A M IC S A N D B IO G E O G R A P H Y OF A N I D IB R A N C H
S IB L IN G SPECIES C O M P L E X W IT H C O N T R A S T IN G D E V ELO P M E N TA L.
M O D E S : A H Y P O T H E S IS FOR T H E E V O L U T IO N OF L A R V A L TYPES

Abstract
The biogeographical distribution o f invertebrates with different life history traits
has frequently been linked with surrounding ecological factors selecting for these
characteristics. This study documents the distribution o f two members o f a nudibranch
sibling species complex with leeithotrophie and planktotrophic lar\ae in the G u lf o f
Maine. Representative coastal study sites in the northeast and southwest regions o f the
G u lf o f M aine were monitored for seasonal abundance o f the two Dcndronotus species
and their thecate hydroid prey, mean water temperatures, and potential nudibranchpredator activity. The different dispersal potentials o f the larvae from the two species
may correlate with differences in the seasonal resource availability o f the northeast and
southwest coastal regions o f the G u lf o f Maine, while seasonal water temperature
v ariability may be an indirect indicator o f the trophic stability o f the region. Seasonal
resource stability (i.e. hydroid abundance) is the most likely selective agent for the
distribution o f these two species and their different life history strategies. Understanding
this selection process may prov ide insights into the ev olution o f the ecological characters
o f inv ertebrate larv al types.
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Introduction
Ideological patterns such as the distribution o f organisms can help identify
potential selective agents involved in the evolution o f life history traits, l or example.
Thorson ( l c)50) observ ed an increased proportion o f certain benthic inv ertebrates that
lack a planktonic larval stage (i.e. ecologically direct development) in polar seas.
Conv ersely, he documented an increase in the percentage o f these inv ertebrate groups
with a long-term planktonic larval stage at lower latitudes. He hypothesized that this
trend in the proportion o f inv ertebrate species w ith direct dev elopment increased on a
latitudinal gradient in both hemispheres, and correlated this distribution with differences
in water temperature. According to Thorson ( l c)50). invertebrate larval stages are more
sensitiv e to water temperature and therefore limited the distribution o f adults along
geographical temperature gradients.
Miliekovsky ( l l> 7 l) later expanded this hypothesis and referred to it as ' I horson's
rule’ , suggesting that food availability may also be a selective agent for these larvae.
I.ater researchers modified this hypothesis by questioning the role o f water temperature in
directly selecting for benthic invertebrates with different life history traits (Clarke IW 3 )
and by making it more o f a group-specific trend than a 'rule' (Pearse el al. 1W 1 ; Clarke
1W2: Gallardo & Penchaszadeh 2001).
Clark and Goet/.fried (1078) modified Thorson's rule by narrowing the focus to
opisthobranch gastropods including Nudibranchia and Saccoglossa. They based their
hypothesis on the relationship o f trophic stability with dev elopmental modes within the
group. In this case, water temperature differences associated with latitudinal gradients are
not a direct mechanism for selection o f different dev elopmental types, only a factor that
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co-varies with patterns of trophic stability. They found evidence for an increase in
relative abundance o f slugs that have either short-term planktonic larvae or no planktonic
dispersal stage in areas with high trophic stability (i.e. a seasonally stable supply o f prey).
These geographical areas also had low seasonal ranges in water temperature, but were
located at high and low latitudes. In between, at temperate areas with a high range o f
water temperatures and high variability o f prey supply, they found a higher percentage o f
slugs with long-term planktotrophie larvae. This hypothesis is a viable one because the
majority o f opisthobranchs are stenophagous. and because many have a high degree o f
\ariability in reproductive characteristics (Todd et al. 2001).
The Clark and Goetz fried (1078) hypothesis is based on a wide range o f
opisthobraneh species and the developmental modes o f many species across the Atlantic
Ocean. More specific evolutionary processes involved with the divergence o f life history
characteristics can be identified by applying this hypothesis to a pair o f closely related
species with different larval types. Ideally. these species should be closely related, have
recapitulative embryonic or larval development, and have overlapping distributions in
similar habitats, including types o f prey (Clark & Goetzfried 1078).
In the G u lf o f Maine, two nudibranchs in the genus Dcndronotus are potential
subjects for testing this hypothesis. D cndronotus frondosus has a wide distribution in
north coastal waters, including the G u lf o f Maine. This nudibranch has planktotrophie
larvae (W illiam s 1971: Clark 1975: Sisson 2002) and a reported seasonally variable
abundance in the northwest Atlantic (Clark 1975: Lambert 1991b). The sibling species
D cndronotus n. sp. (Chapter 1) has leeithotrophie larvae, and relatively little is known o f
the distribution and seasonal abundance o f this speeies (Sisson 2002). Prev ious research
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indicates that larvae from these two species have significantly different planktonic
dispersal potentials (figure 3.1. Chapter 2). The goal o f this study was to formulate a
testable hypothesis for the evolution o f larv al types in this sibling species complex to
direct future research.
Questions answered in this study aimed at establishing this hypothesis include:
1) What are the distributional limits o f D frondosus and Dcndronotus n. sp. in shallowvvater habitats in the western Ciulf o f Maine?
2)

Is the abundance o f prey variable in areas o f this range, while relativelv constant in
other areas'?

3)

What is the seasonal abundance o f adults in this species complex relative to the
abundance o f their prey?

4 1 Do ranges o f water temperature correlate either w ith the distribution o f the two
species or with the seasonal differences in prey abundance?
5)

Is there ev idence o f potential predators that mav influence the distribution or seasonal
abundance o f these slugs?
I monitored representative populations o f these nudibranchs and their hv droid prev at

the latitudinal extremes o f the western Ciulf o f Maine and mapped the distribution o f the
two types across this gradient. Temperature ranges were also documented and interpreted
in the context o f more continuous geographical data.
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Materials and Methods

Geographical distribution: I visited sites on the Maine coastline between Julv 1lWQ and
July 2001 to search for two D cndronotus species. D. frondosus and D cndronotus n. sp. in
shallow subtidal waters. The majority o f dives were made during the summer months
(June. July) to m axim i/e the likelihood o f individuals being present. At each site. I used
SCI BA to search for the nudibranchs and their spawn masses at 5-20m depth among
thecate hydroid colonies in cobble and bedrock benthic communities. A minimum search
time o f 30 minutes was conducted at each site once a cluster o fh \d ro id colonies was
found.
Adult nudibranchs and spawn masses that could be directly associated with an
individual or group o\' Dcndronotus were collected at each site. The live adults and spawn
masses were then observed for general morphological characteristics. I f adults were
found and no spawn masses were found associated with them. indi\iduals were collected
as live samples. Ihese adults were returned to the laboratory, maintained at 10 (.' in
seawater on a diet o*t O hclia g c n icu la ta for 1-20 weeks until they spawned. Spawn
masses were isolated and gently aerated until veligers began to liberate from the egg
capsule and spawn matrix. At that time, the veligers were measured and identified as
either planktotrophie or leeithotrophie.

Seasonal abundance o f predator and prev: Sites in northern and southern G u lf o f Maine
were chosen for monitoring the seasonal abundance o f D. frondosus and D cndronotus n.
sp. and their hydroid prey. In the northern G u lf o f Maine, a subtidal site in hastport.
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Maine, and a nearby intertidal site at West Quoddy Head in Lubec. Maine were chosen
for monitoring once every two calendar months. In the southern Ciulf o f Maine a site at
Cape Neddick in York. Maine was selected for monthly observation (See Figure 3.2 and
fable 3.1 for coordinates).
At each site, an approximately vertical wall was identified as a permanent quadrat
for sampling by topographic features o f the bedrock. The area o f each wall was measured
to the nearest 0.1 m ' for calculation o f abundance data. Sampling at each site included
measurements o f hydroid percent cover and the total number o f nudibranchs and their
spaw n masses. Due to the nature o f the two habitats, different sampling techniques were
used for intertidal and subtidal sites.
I sampled subtidal sites using SCI BA. and collected data from each time period
either in a single dive or in a subsequent dive on the same day. Both subtidal sites had
thecate and athecate hydroid colonies seasonally abundant on bedrock and algal surfaces.
The site at York had a total surface area o f 18.4n r and a lower depth o f 7m below M l. W.
The wall had little algal growth, and a seasonally high colonial tunicate abundance. This
site is located on the inside o f a northeast-facing cove. It is part o f a rocky ledge with a
cobble slope at the base leading down to a large subtidal sand Hat. There is considerable
wave action at this site, especially w ith weather from the northeast. The site at Fastport
had a surface area o f 23.8 m ' and a lower depth o f 10m below M l. W. I he kelp. A la ru m
crihosum frequently grew with the hydroid (). genicuUtUi as an epiphyte at this site. I his
site is exposed to extremely high currents in a channel connected to the mouth o f the Bay
o f Fundy. but has very little wave action. Below the wall, a gradual sandy slope descends
to a deep channel (3 0 -m deep) (also see Harris & Chester 1006. for site description).
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During each dive. I measured hydroid abundance by counting the number o f
colonies o f thecate hydroids on the wall and recording a representative diameter o f each
colony. These hydroids tend to grow in patches on the wall, so the representati\e
diameter w as measured on a horizontal line across the w idest part o f each colony to the
nearest 0.0 Ini. The fronds o f kelp were also sampled for hydroid cover, and the
maximum length and width o f each frond with hydroids on it was also recorded. The
surface area o f kelp was estimated (length x width) and added to the total surface area of
wall sampled for that date. Total hydroid surface area was estimated by assuming each
colony was a circle, using the measured diameter. The total surface area o f hydroid
colonies covering the subtidal wall was calculated for each period sampled and presented
as a percentage o f the total area o f wall at each site.
The total number o f Dcndronotus individuals within the search area at each wall
was tallied for each sample period to calculate a sample abundance o f slugs n r. When
present, the number o f spawn masses was also recorded, these two species of
D cndronotus have a characteristic Type B (Hurst 1067) spawn mass that made this
identification possible. A subsample o f 5-10 spawn masses was collected and later
identified as either producing planktotrophie or leeithotrophie veligers by morphological
features indicating metamorphie competence (Sisson 2002).
Two intertidal walls were sampled at West Quoddy Head approximately midway
through the littoral zone, in dense beds o f the brow n alga. Ascophyllum nodosum. Both
walls are approximately vertical, facing perpendicular to a north-northwest heading with
■>

overhanging fronds o f .1. nodosum. The walls were 3.0 and 2.0 m ' at approximately 4m
above mean low water. The walls themselves face away from the prevailing direction o f
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oncoming waves. Both walls were sampled for the number o l' D cndronotus individuals
and their spawn masses in order to get some estimate o f variability o f the population at
this site. I only sampled one wall for hydroid abundance.
Hydroid abundance was quantified in two separate methods, first. 10 random
quadrats (0.25m ') w ith 25 equally spaced points were used along the length o f the wall to
estimate the percent cover o f hydroid ( O hclia sp. or S crtu la ria p u m ila .) and .1. nodosum.
Algal fronds hanging over the wall from outside o f the sample area were moved aside,
and the quadrat was placed over the remaining . !. nodosum and In droids. Hie number o f
points with . !. nodosum were counted, followed by the number o f points with either
O hclia sp. or .S', pum ila . The hydroids were both epiphytic and epilithic. so some points
were counted as containing both the alga and hydroid. Within each quadrat. 10 indiv idual
fronds o f . 1 nodosum were haphazardly chosen. The overall length o f each frond was
measured, along with the length o f the frond that had .V p u m ila growing on it ( * - 1cm).
.S', p u m ila grows from the base o f the alga, so this was then expressed as a percentage o f
the total length o f algae cov ered by hydroid.
I also monitored the activitv o f potential predators on D cndronotus spp. at the
three sites. At York, the most commonly encountered potential predator was the benthic
wrasse. Tauto^olahrus adspcrsu.s. This fish is a known v isual predator on several
nudibranch species and other gastropods (Harris 1986: Harris 1987). so I monitored its
seasonal activity. At the base o f the wall at York, there was a small (approximately
().25m: ) crev ice in the ledge where 1 had prev iously observ ed T adspcrsus taking refuge.
I f the wrasse was present in this cav e. 1 spent 5 minutes observ ing both the number o f
fish associated with the refuge and the number o f times they entered and exited the cav e.
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From these data. I devised a subjective rating system (0-10 with 10 the highest) tor the
relative activity o f these potential predators on that dive. At all o f the sites, other species
o f groundfish and potential invertebrate predators such as the green crab. Care inn*
macnas. within the sample area were recorded when present.

Water temperature: Data loggers (H O B O Temp. Onset Computer Corporation) were
placed at the base o f the walls at Fastport and York to monitor water temperature i * 0.7 C ) for approximately twelve months beginning in August 2000. MonthK exchanges
o f the de\ices in York and bimonthly exchanges in Fastport allowed for continuous
recording o f temperature data in 12 and 16-minute intervals, respectivel}. These data
were used to calculate weekK mean temperatures at each site.

Results
( ieouraphical distribution: Dcndronotus frondosus were collected from contiguous
subtidal sites between the Isles o f Shoals. M l through Fastport. M l'. Dcndronotus n. sp.
were collected sporadically from hastport south through the Penobscot Bay area (Figure
3.2. Table 3.1). No D cndronotus n. sp. individuals were seen or collected south o f the
Penobscot Ba\ area, nor were any slugs collected that matched their physical appearance
or larval type (Chapter 1).
Spawn masses associated w ith individuals o f each o f the two species were
collected at all reported sites except for Dcndronotus n. sp. at Little Spruce Head Island
and Corea (fig u re 3.2) These were identified as one o f the two species by coloration,
radula morphology and ceras morphology (Table 3.1).
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During one dive at Horsehead Island in eastern Penobscot Bay. I found specimens
o f both species in shallow water (8m ) within 50 m o f each other and associated with
substantial colonies o f O h clia g cnicuiaia. D frondosus observed at this site (20
individuals) were associated with at least 7 spawn masses attached to the hydroid
colonies. These spawn masses contained developing veligers that later hatched as
planktotrophie larvae. A t least three o f this species collected on this dive later deposited
spawn masses in the laboratory that also yielded planktotrophie veligers. Dcndronotus n.
sp. collected on this dive were robust, purple slugs that were not activelv depositing
spawn masses in the Held. Three indiv iduals collected at this site were maintained tor
four months until thev began depositing spawn masses. Tmbryos in these spawn masses
developed for several weeks before hatching as metamorphicallv competent
leeithotrophie veligers.

Seasonal abundance o f predators and prev: The dominant hydroids at the subtidal site
monitored at York were (). ycn icu lata and Tubularia larynx. O ycn ic u la ta was
seasonallv abundant in January through June, with a peak in abundance in April o f 2000
and 2001 ( Figure 5.3a). Later in the summer and early fall, liu d e n d riu m spp. were
common along the same wall, but D frondosus was not associated with this hydroid.
Only D. frondosus was found at this site, and in adjacent deeper waters (to 20m). D
frondosus peaked in abundance during April and May in 2000 (Figure 5.5a), with a less
drastic peak in 2001 from February through May. D. frondosus spawn masses were
present from April through June, with the highest peaks in M ay 2000 and April 2001
(Figure 5.4a). The presence o f spawn masses coincided with the presence o f adults in
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most cases: however, adults were found in January through March 2001 w ithout any sign
o f spaw n masses.
At the Fastport site. (). ycn icu la ta was most common on fronds o f A la ru m
crihosum and the stalked tunicate. B oltcnia ovifcra. Other thecate hydroids (e.g.
A h ic tin a ria spp. ( am panularia spp.) were present in lower abundance, except for 7
la ryn x which was common year round in small colonies in addition to Tuhularia indivisa.
Thecate hydroids were present in all o f the months sampled betw een May 2000 through
July 2001. with a peak abundance in July 2000 (Figure 3.5b). Although I had collected
D cndronotus n. sp. at this site previously. I onl> found D. frondosus during this stud>. D
frondosus at this site were generally larger (up to approximately 7cm) than those at York,
especially in the spring and early summer. The highest abundance o f this nudibranch was
in July ( f igure 3.3b). and spawn masses were present in May through September ( Figure
3.4b). The highest abundance o f spawn masses was in July (Figure 3.4b).
The intertidal site at West Quoddy Head only had a couple o f very small O hclia
sp. colonies found during the period o f study. The habitat was essentially a monoculture
o f .S' p u m ila on algae and bedrock that remained relatively constant in abundance
throughout the y ear ( F igure 3.3c). This was documented by three different sampling
methods, including the percent cover data presented in Figure 3.3c. The mean proportion
(in length) o f .S', p u m ila colonies at the base o f .-I. nodosum fronds varied from 11°<> (* 6°o standard deviation) in July 2001 to 2 7 °o ( - '- 9 ° 0) in November 2000. The mean
number o f. I. nodosum fronds (out o f a haphazard sample o f 10) ranged from 3( — 1) in
July 2001 to 6(~ -1) in September 2000. A ll three measurements support a seasonally
constant supply o f the hy droid .S’ p u m ila as a prey resource. Dcndronotus n. sp. was the
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only o f the two species found and was also present throughout the year, hut in highest
numbers in September through November (Figure 3.3e). I commonly observed the
bry ozoan-feeding dorid nudibranch. A canthodoris p ilosa in the same habitat, and rarely
the anemone-feeding aeolid. A co lid ia papillosa. Dcndronotus n. sp. spawning at both
areas occurred in May-July, although it peaked in July (Figure 3.4c). In the following
sampling period in September, no spawn masses were found or collected, although very
small juveniles (0.25-2em ) were abundant. The largest animals were found in May (2-2.5
cm), just prior to the spawning event.
During the collection o f D cndronotus spp. in the Ciulf o f Maine aside from these
three permanent sites, several observations were made relating to nudibranch abundance
and their hydroid prey. For example, in June. 2000 I sampled a shallow water site at C liff
Island in Casco [Jay ( f igure 3.2) and found two D frondosus adults across a 3m line
transect at 5m depth with 10-20% o n e r o f Cl \>cniculata on the surface o f the kelps.
L a m in a ria saccharina and A la ru m crihosum . Several more individuals were found later
in the dive with seemingly similar hydroid cover. 1 marked the site, and returned 0 weeks
later to observe hydroid and D frondosus abundance, l.'pon return, no D frondosus were
found during 40 minutes search time, and only sparse small colonies o f Cl gcniculata
remained. Instead, the introduced bryozoan. Slcm hraniporu m cm hranacia had a 100%
occurrence on blades o f/., saccharina and .-!. crihosum . with an estimated 50-80% cover.
The activ ity o f the benthic w rasse and potential nudibraneh predator.
Tautof’olahrus adspcrsus. at the site in York increased from none observed in May to
high activity in June (Figure 3.5). This coincided with a drastic decline in abundance o f
D. frondosus on the adjacent wall that was sampled (Figure 3.5). These fish were present
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at the site through October ( Figure 3.5). Five adult D. frondosus were presented to T
adspcrsus at this site but none were bitten or ingested by the fish. Five adults were also
fed to two T adspcrsus acclimated to an aquarium, with the same result.
At the Fastport site, potential predators were not as abundant (or apparent) during
sampling. The benthic fishes Myoxoccph.alus octodccernpinosus (longhorn sculpin) and
\f. scorpius (shorthorn sculpin) were seen during July and September on the adjacent
sand fiat and on the bedrock at the base o f the ledge. They only numbered between 2-4
during these months, and only seen sporadically in other times o f the year. The asteroid
( rossustcr papposus was also common at the base o f this ledge, and has been observed to
pre> on some aeolid nudibranchs in laboratory conditions (Harris, personal
communication): however, no instances o f predation were recorded for this species in this
stud>. The intertidal site at W est Quoddy Head could not be observed for fish predators,
but abundance o f the green shore crab. C arcinus macnas was recorded. These crabs
numbered between 2-1 1 during July-September. Abundance o\' D cndronotus n. sp.
actuall> increased during these months (Figure 3.3c). Furthermore, these crabs failed to
show any interest in the nudibranchs as prey items during multiple trials in the laboratory.

W ater temperature: W ater temperature was highly variable in May through September at
the York site (Figure 3.6). Destratification events regularly occurred at this site, resulting
in minimum temperatures as low as 7.0°C in the middle o f July. Water temperatures at
the Fastport site had comparatively very low variability during the summer and early fall,
but similar stable temperatures during the winter months (Figure 3.6). Maxim um
temperatures never rose above 15°C in Fastport. while at York they regularly rose above
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this mark in the summer and early fall (Figure 3.6). M inim um temperatures for the year
occurred during the same week o f March at both sites ( York= 1.2 C: Hastport= 0.73 C).

Discussion
D cndronotus frondosus has a continuous distribution in shallow coastal waters in
the western Ciulf o f Maine (Figure 3.2) with a southern lim it in southern New Fngland
(Clark 1075) and New Jersey (Loveland et al. 1060). D cndronotus n. sp. was onl> found
in areas north o f the Penobscot Bay region ( Figure 3.2). w ith sympatric populations o f the
two species at Penobscot Bay and Winter I larbor ( Fable 3 .1). The two species at the
Winter Harbor site were identified by external morphology only (not by larval type or
radula). However, this suggests a southern limit for Dcndronotus n. sp. in coastal waters
in the region o f Penobscot Bay. Because o f earlier taxonomic confusion, it is unclear
what the northern geographical limits are in the western Atlantic for these two species.
However. D. frondosus sensu Into has been reported north to Greenland in the W estern
Atlantic (Just & Fdmunds 1685). Also. Meyer (1671) reported D frondosus associated
with the hydroid S crtu U iriu p u m ila on intertidal rockweed beds through Nova Scotia and
Cape Breton Island. This habitat may indicate that at least some o f the nudibranchs
Meyer (1671) collected were actually Dcndronotus n.sp. which would extend its reported
range northward.
Besides geographical distribution, the major difference in life history traits
between these two species is the planktonic dispersal potential o f the larv ae. All
opisthobranchs reproduce with direct fertilization, so gametic dispersal is not a factor.
Although drifting may occur occasionally for adults that are dislodged from their benthic
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habitats, immigration o f adults into thecate hydroid colonies such as those in this study
generally does not affect nudibranch population size (Lambert lW lb ) . Planktonic larvae
remain the major dispersal phase for most nudibranchs. including D cndronotus species.
Laboratory studies have shown that D frondosus larvae have the potential for at least I 1
weeks in the water column, while some populations o f Dcndronotus n. sp. can only
remain in the piankton for I week before metamorphosing (Chapter 2). Figure .V I
summarizes these data, showing that the planktonic larval phase for D frondosus is
considerably longer than its counterpart. Although different populations may ha\e
different realized larval periods, these two species have potentially different planktonic
larval dispersal.
I f these significant differences in ecological larval characteristics are considered
in the context o f the geographical distribution o f the two species o f adult D cndronotus in
the Ciulf o f Maine, other correlative patterns relating to factors in the env ironment and
resource av ailability begin to emerge. These surrounding environmental conditions
represent potential selectiv e agents in the ev olution o f these two life history strategies,
relating to the dispersal potential and feeding mode o f these two larval types. I w ill
discuss four groups o f environmental factors that are most likely to be involved with the
selection o f the two life history strategies, although more possibilities exist. These
include water temperature, prevailing oceanographic currents, hy droid prey resource
abundance and the activ ity and distribution o f nudibranch predators.
The easiest trend to identify is the difference in water temperatures north and
south o f the Penobscot Bay region. To the north, water temperatures are less seasonally
variable, and generally colder, than those found further south, probably due to less
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seasonal stratification o f the water column ( ApoIIonio & Mann 1995: Yoder et al. 2002).
['his trend is supported by the water temperature data collected at the sites in this study at
Fastport and York. Maine (Figure 3.6). A t first glance, this pattern would appear to
support Thorson's (1950) hypothesis o f colder waters selecting for benthic invertebrates
with shorter planktonic larval dispersal. However, it is unlikely that temperature has a
direct effect on the sun ivorship o f D cm lronotus adults or larvae. I) from losus is found
throughout both temperature regimes and is reproduetively active. Both species o f
D cm lronotus are found associated w ith intertidal rockweed communities w here they are
exposed to both high and low air temperatures that are considerably more extreme than
water temperatures in the subtidal benthic environment. Dcm lronotus n. sp. is particularly
successful in this habitat, occurring both in mid-summer and mid-winter (Figure 3.3c).
and has exhibited free/e-tolerant characteristics ((iionet & Aiken IW 2 ). This suggests a
high tolerance o f adult D cm lronotus species for thermal stress, suggesting that
temperature does not directly limit their distribution.
The preferred prey species for both D fromlosus and Dcmlronotus n.sp. <)hcliu
X cniculiita. (Sisson 2002) may also be affected by seasonal temperature fluctuations.
Laboratory experiments indicate that temperature does not have a direct effect on the
survivorship o f this theeate hydroid. although it does have significantly different growth
forms at 5. 10 and 15 (J (Sisson, in prep). For most suspension-feeding hydroids.
temperature has a minor role in determining seasonal fluctuations in abundance, with
food availability having a more significant influence (Coma et al. 2000). Populations of
O. g c n ic u la iu and other theeate hydroids may be seasonal (Figure 3.3) because o f local
adaptations to temperature regimes, differences in predation pressures (i.e. by
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nudibranehs) or differences in planktonic productivity in the two geographical extremes
o f the Ciulf o f Maine. The low range o f temperatures northeast o f Penobscot Bay directK
correlates with higher nutrient levels and primary productivity ( Apollonio & Mann l lW5:
Voder et al. 2002) which may directly impact planktonic food availability for these
suspension-feeders (Coma et al. 2000). The seasonal persistence o f benthic hydroids in
the northeastern Ciulf o f Maine (Figure 3.3) ma\ therefore be a result o f consistent!} high
abundance o f planktonic food.
Simple circulation patterns in the Ciulf o f Maine may theoreticall) result in these
range limitations by affecting larval dispersal patterns (Ciaylord & Ciaines 2000). Near the
Penobscot Bay region there is a slight offshore water current that sets up an edd\
southwest o f the ba\ ( Brooks & Townsend l l)81)). However, using the model proposed b\
Ciaylord and Ciaines (2000). this eddy would be a predicted restriction to the northward
expansion o f a species in this area and would not restrict settlement in a southward
direction. liven lar\ae with a short planktonic phase such as D cm lronotus n. sp. ( f igure
3.1) can overcome currents o f this magnitude and settle in new areas ( Scheltema 10X0).
Therefore, the transport o f D cm lronotus n. sp. from northern populations either as adults
or larvae to coastal locations south o f Penobscot Bay is possible, if not likely, given these
conditions. However, survivorship o f these larvae and adult populations may depend on
the seasonal availability o f resources.
The data in this study on the abundance o f nudibranch predators and their hv droid
prey establish the potential for stable prey resources in the north and unstable resources in
southern Ciulf o f Maine. At the York site, high abundance o f theeate hydroids coincides
with high D. from losus abundance (Figure 3.3a) and is followed by the production o f
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spawn masses (Figure 3.4a). Hydroid abundance at this site is seasonal!) ephemeral, with
nudibranch abundance quickly declining after the loss o f ample prey resources ( f igure
3.3a). This seasonal pattern was also found by Lambert (1991 h) at an adjacent subtidal
site. A similar decline in prey resources and consequently D from losus abundance
observed in Casco Bay. Maine may indicate a general trend for coastal waters south o f
Penobscot Bay.
Sites northeast o f Penobscot Bay showed a trend o f seasonally stable hydroid
abundance allowing for the persistence o f Dcm lronotus populations. I lie site monitored
at Fastport had a similar seasonal trend as York, although theeate hy droid populations
and a low number o f D fromlosus survived in low abundance throughout the year ( f igure
3.3b). Spawn masses were found during the summer months when both hydroid and
nudibranch abundance were the highest (Figure 3.4b). West Quoddy Head had no
measurable seasonal fluctuation in hydroid abundance (Figure 3.3c). The highest number
o f D cm lronotus n. sp. were found in September ( Figure 3.3c). directly following the
summer spawning period (Figure 3.4c). These were also the smallest individuals found at
this site, suggesting that they were new recruits to the area. Conversely. the lowest
number o f nudibranchs was found during the period o f spaw ning in the summer. A
measurement o f total biomass may have been more indicative o f reproductiv e potential o f
the population for this species (Todd & Doyle 1981). while D. from losus shows a
distinctly different trend with highest numbers o f adults concurrent w ith spaw ning
periods.
Research with other opisthobranchs suggests that geographical patchiness and
temporal persistence o f prey selects for larv al stages with reduced dispersal potential in
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opisthobranchs such as lecithotrophy (Goddard 1996) or capsular development (M iles &
Clark 2002). t his study suggests that suitable habitats for Dendronotus spp. are separated
by several months in a seasonally unstable environment south o f Penobscot Ba>. These
geographical and temporal barriers may be bridged by the relati\el> long planktonic
period o f D. trondosus ( Figure 3.1 and Chapter 2). resulting in the colonization o f new
hydroid communities. Data from the two sites in the northern Ciulf o f Maine indicate a
seasonally constant abundance o f hydroid prey (Figure 3.3). allowing Dendronotus n. sp.
to persist despite minimal larval dispersal (Figure 3.1 and Chapter 2).
Clark and Cioetzfried (1978) present a model to explain how these differences in
prey abundance might result in the selection o f species w ith different lar\al tvpes. In this
model, shorter planktonic larval periods (e.g. lecithotrophv versus planktotropln or direct
\ersus lecithotrophy) are selected for when food resources are abundant and constant.
They predict that the increased availability o f food for adults increases reproductive
output in the form o f larger eggs. These eggs have a longer capsular period,
corresponding with a shorter planktonic phase after hatching. This allows for a continued
exploitation o f the resource and a shorter egg-to-juvenile period, thus resulting in
increased Fitness for the organism. Other models (Todd & Dov le 1 9 8 1 :1lavenhand 1993)
have shown that a decrease in the "egg-to-juvenile" (premetamorphic) period can
enhance adult fitness by selecting for larger adults with a higher reproductive potential.
In some areas north o f Penobscot Bay. such as the site at Fastport. seasonally
abundant food resources are av ailable to D. trondosus. The next step for testing Clark and
Goetzfried's model (1978) would be to show variability o f egg size, and an increase in
egg size among populations that are longer lived on a constant food supply. Then
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experimental studies with these egg masses would need to test the relationship o f
increased egg size with the production oflarvae with a shorter planktonic period.
Preliminary results indicate that planktotrophie larvae with a slightl} more developed
larv al gut hatch from spawn masses deposited by larger D. fromlosus indiv iduals
collected in fastport. possibly resulting in an abbreviated planktonic development. An
extended capsular period may also be expected for embryos developing from larger
zygotes.
A final possibility is that nudibranch predators such as benthic fish (Harris 1087)
are restricting the distribution o f D cm lronotus spp. in the G ulf o f Maine. Manv benthic
fish hav e a higher relative abundance south o f Penobscot Bav. while pelagic fish have a
high biomass in the northern regions. Apollonio and Mann (1005) hypothesized that this
distribution attests to the high planktonic productiv ity produced b> destratillcation o f the
water column north o f Penobscot Bay. l ower temperature ranges and higher nutrient
levels in northern regions correspond with this hypothesis ( Yoder et al. 2002).
l or example, the benthic wrasse Tautogolahrus adspcrsus is a seasonal generalist
predator in the southern G u lf o f Maine, with a northern limit in the Penobscot Bav area
(Brown 1008). Although this lish does not readily eat either Dcm lronotus species in
preliminary laboratory feeding trials, it has been observed eating other nudibranchs such
as A c o lid ia p a p illo sa (Harris 1086). The increase in activity of'/', adspcrsus in the York
sample area coincides with a decline in D. from losus abundance in this study (fig u re
3.5). It is not clear if this change in predator activity is responsible for the decline in
nudibranch abundance, since hydroid abundance also declines during this period ( f igure
3.3a).
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This study presents a testable hypothesis for the distribution o f opisthobranch
species with different larval types by modifying previous ideas and applying them to a
specific sibling species complex in a defined geographical area. Hypotheses such as
Thorson's (1950) must not be misjudged as inflexible 'rules' but instead modified in the
context o f natural history data. Future research can test these hypotheses in the Ciulf o f
Maine and other areas o f interest in north coastal waters by using members o f the genus
D cm lronotus with contrasting developmental characteristics. I) trondosus is o f
considerable interest because o f its reported eircum-boreal distribution and common
occurrence in a variety o f hydroid communities (Robilliard 1970). Ily testing the relative
importance o f selective agents in determining the biogeographical distribution o f these
species, we gain an understanding o f the factors involved with the divergence o f these
two species, especially their larval characteristics. Ihis will add to our understanding of
the ecological conditions involved with the evolution o f different invertebrate larval
ty pes.
Future research should also test fora pattern o f differential distribution o f these
two species with increasing depth. The less variable temperatures in deeper waters may
indicate a more stable trophic hierarchy. resulting in a pattern similar to the geographical
one found in this study. Larvae from DenJronotus n. sp. with a short dispersal potential
may be able to surv iv e at greater depths if there is a constant food source. Ironically , such
a pattern would bring return to Thorson's original hy pothesis (1950) which included an
increase in abundance o f developmental modes with short planktonic dispersal (i.e. direct
development) with increased depth, in addition to the latitudinal pattern.
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Table 3.1. Collection sites for the distribution ot' D. trondosus and D cm lro no tus n.sp. in
the western Ciulf o f Maine. Cartesian coordinates are presented as decimals. L a n ai type
was either identified by spawn masses collected in the field or by spawn deposited in the
laboratory by collected individuals. Larvae were typed as either planktotrophie ( P) or
lecithotrophic (I.) veligers based on their competence to metamorphose upon hatching.
The identification o f adults was also accomplished by observing morphological
characteristics o f the radula using light microscopy (R). and by general external
morphological features (M ) (Chapter I ).
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S ite #

Site name

L a titu d e (N )

Longitude (\V )

Species

Larvae

Identification

H a b ita t

42.97

70.63

1). from losus

P

R ,M

Subtidal

I), from losus

P

M

Intertidal

1

Isles o f Shoals

1

Isles o f Shoals

2

York

43.17

70.60

D. from losus

|)

R ,M

Subtidal

3

Biddeford Pool

43.44

70.34

I ). from losus

[>

M

Subtidal

4

C l if f Is.

43.68

70.12

I ) from losus

|>

R ,M

Subtidal

5

Long Is.

43.68

70.16

I), from losus

p

R ,M

Subtidal

6

Christmas Cove

43.84

69.55

I), from losus

p

M

Subtidal

7

Horschead Is.

44.24

68.86

I ) from losus

p

R ,M

Subtidal

7

Horsehead Is.

D cm lronotus n.sp.

1-

R,M

Subtidal

8

Little Spruce Head Is.

1) from losus

p

R ,M

Subtidal

8

Little Spruce Head Is.

M

Subtidal

9

Winter Harbor

M

Subtidal

9

Winter Harbor

D cm lronotus n.sp.

R,M

Subtidal

10

Corea

44.40

67.97

D cm lronotus n.sp.

R ,M

Subtidal

11

Pembroke

44.88

67.15

D cm lronotus n.sp.

I-

R ,M

Intertidal

11

Pembroke

D cm lronotus n.sp.

l-

R ,M

Subtidal

12

West Quoddy Head

44.82

66.95

D cm lronotus n.sp.

R ,M

Intertidal

13

Lastport

44.90

66.98

D from losus

1p

R ,M

Subtidal

44.23

68.86

D cm lronotus n.sp.
44.35

68.08

D. from losus

p

Fiuure 3.1. Summary o f the larval dispersal potential o f Dcmlronotus from losus and
D cm lro no tus n.sp. in laboratory cultures at 10'C . The time for planktonic and benthic
development for each species is taken from data presented in Chapter 2. The "egg-tojuvenile'* period lasts from spawn deposition through larval settlement and
metamorphosis.
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F igure 3.2. M ap o f the lower ( iu lf o f Maine w ith the distribution o D cm lronotus from losus and D cm lronotus n. sp. from subtidal and
intertidal habitats. See Table 3.1 to reference cite numbers. Cartesian coordinates, and analysis o f type specimens. Sites for seasonal
monitoring o f hydroid and nudibranch abundance include York (#2). West Quoddy Head (#12) and lutstport (#13). Maine.

Figure 3.3. Seasonal abundance o f D em in mot us spp. (in number o f slugs n r ) and their
theeate hydroid prey (in percent cover), a) Data from the shallow subtidal site at York.
Maine collected every calendar month. The data in March were collected in less than
ideal conditions with high wave action and low v isibility, so the accuracv o f this point
may be questionable, b) Data from the subtidal site at Tastport. Maine collected everv
two calendar months, c) Data from the intertidal sited at W est Quoddv Head in I.uhec.
Maine. Hydroid abundance data were sampled using point coordinates and averaged for
ten samples per sampling area ( * - standard deviation).
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Figure 3.4. Abundance o f spawn masses deposited by Demironotus spp. uithin the
sampled area at the three sites, a) The subtidal site at York, b) The subtidal site at
Fastport. c) The intertidal site at W est Quoddv Head.
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figure 3.5. Activity o f the potential fish predator. Tautogolahrus adspcrsus. on
D cm lronotus from losus at the subtidal site in York. Maine. The "Cunner Activity Ratin
is a subjective rating system from 1-10 based on the number o f 7 adspcrsus (cunner)
observed, and their foraging activity over a 5 minute observation period. Abundance o f
D. from losus w ithin the sampling area is presented for comparison.
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G E N E R A L C O N C L U S IO N
In this thesis I take a broad approach to describing significant life histor\
characteristics o f an incipient nudibranch sibling species complex in the genus.
D cm lronotus. It is important to describe the major biological features o f this system in
the Ciulf o f Maine so that future research can be directed towards ecological,
reproductive, systematic, and evolutionary hypotheses using these species o f
D cm lronotus.
Chapter 1 describes the taxonomic relationship o f D cm lronotus from losus. with a
nominally new species in the same genus. Although previous researchers have
synon\m i/ed D cm lronotus n. sp. and D from losus. this analysis suggests the closest
relative is D lactcus in the east Atlantic. This relationship mas be resoKed with the
assistance o f molecular genetic techniques. I made significant attempts to sequence D N A
from the D3 expansion segment o f the 28S nuclear ribosomal gene to compare species o f
D cm lronotus from the Ciulf o f Maine. Primers from this region o f 28S > ield
approximate!} 350 base pairs, and sequences have been used to resolve cladistic
relationships below the class level (Litvaitis & Rohde 1090). Initial results showed
substantial variability o f sequences between individuals from allopatric populations o f I)
from losus and Dcm lronotus n. sp. These results could not be replicated despite multiple
attempts, and I w as left w ithout an estimate o f intraspecific variation o f sequences.
Regardless, the data in Chapter 1 show a close evolutionary relationship between
D cm lronotus n. sp. and the sibling species. D. from losus based on similar features o f
external morphology, radula and reproductive system. However, predictable differences
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in reproductive traits (Sisson 2002. Chapter 2. Chapter 3) and a behavioral mechanism
for reproductive isolation (Sisson 2002) suggest separate species identities for these two
types o f nudibranchs.
Chapter 2 illustrates significant differences in the larval dispersal potential o f D
from losus and D cm lronotus n. sp. Planktotrophic larv ae from some populations o f D
from losus can remain in the water column for up to 11 weeks before reaching
metamorphic competence. This is only the second instance o f a nudibranch veliger larv a
with a Tvpe 2 shell cultured through metamorphosis, and dispels the previous notion that
larvae with Tvpe 2 shells have short planktonic dispersal periods. D from losus larvae
also hatch rev|uiring various degrees o f veliger shell growth, indicating further potential
variabilitv in dispersal potential between clutches. Conversely, some populations o f
D cm lronotus n. sp. can metamorphose immediatcK upon hatching, resulting in no
realized planktonic dispersal. These larv ae show the potential for delav ing
metamorphosis for onlv eight days after hatching coupled with increased mortality over
the same period.
Chapter 3 documents the coastal distribution o f the two D cm lronotus species in
the Ciulf o f Maine and proposes potential environmental and habitat-related selectiv e
agents linked with the larv al characteristics described in Chapter 2. D cm lronotus n. sp.
has a southwestern distributional limit in the Penobscot Bay region, while D from losus
has a contiguous distribution in the shallow coastal waters o f the G u lf o f Maine. W ater
temperatures correlate with seasonally stable benthic prey resources northeast o f
Penobscot Bay and seasonally ephemeral habitats in the southwest Ciulf o f Maine. In
sample populations D. from losus has a highly seasonal abundance that follows hydroid
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abundance, while DcnJronotus n. sp. adults persist for up to 10 months before spawning.
These data suggest two distinct life history strategies for D trondosus and DcnJronotus
n. sp. that may be selected for by the seasonal stability o f hydroid prey resources. In this
hypothesis, the larval dispersal potentials o f the two larval types are adaptive for the
temporal and spatial distribution o f prey resources.
The differences in life history characters o f D. frondosus and DcnJronotus n. sp.
are mainly ecological (i.e. the dispersal potential o f the larvae), not morphological,
although considerable heterochronic differences in development exist (Chapter 2). 1'hese
phenotspie differences correlate with features o f the environment (e.g. geographic
distribution and water temperature) and resource availability (hydroid prey abundance).
Divergent phenols pes correlating with features o f the environment and resource
availability often indicates the action o f ecological speeiation through natural selection
(Schluter 2000b). although non-ecological speeiation processes are always a possibility.
Two agents o f divergent natural selection are competition and ecological opportunity.
There is little evidence for competition for hydroid prey resources between the
two D cnJronotus species. I ne\er found both species on the same patch o f hydroid.
although they were found within several meters (Chapter 3) and in most cases, there was
an ample supply o f potential food material. Inter- and intra-specific competition between
nudibranchs (including D frondosus) in theeate hydroid colonies has been found to be
minimal, as these populations do not follow density-dependent processes and populations
are mainls limited by larval recruitment (Lambert 1991a: Lambert 1991b). In this studs ,
the presence o f abundant theeate hydroid colonies, even when nudibranchs are absent,
supports the idea that DcnJronotus populations may not be resource limited on a
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proximal scale. This suggests that competition did not select for the divergence o f D
trondosus and D cnJronotus n. sp. life history traits through ecological character
displacement (Schluter 2000a). Instead, this divergence may he a result o f ecological
opportunity or the expansion into what Simpson (1053) terms an available "adaptive
/o ne" (the opposite process o f character displacement). Hcological opportunity mav be
enough to drive speeiation processes (Simpson 1053) although quantitative examples are
scarce at low taxonomic levels (Schluter 2000b).
Although ecological opportunity may be the agent for divergent natural selection
in this case, data on the association o f the two phenotypes with different fitness peaks
remain missing. A transition from long-term planktonic planktotrophic larvae with a short
capsular period to a lecithotrophic larva with a limited planktonic period and extended
capsular development translates into a decrease in the egg-to-juv enile period (Chapter 3).
A decrease in the egg-to-juvenile (i.e. premetamorphic) period has been shown to
enhance fitness in some inv ertebrate sv stems. including another group o f nudibranchs
( I lav enhand 1W 3 ). Another possible fitness adv antage is a decrease in larv al mortalitv
associated with the decreased planktonic period o f lecithotrophic larvae, future research
should compare fitness peaks associated with the two life history strategies, possiblv bv
monitoring sympatrie populations in the Penobscot Bay area (Chapter 3).
This nudibranch sibling species complex offers some adv antages to dev eloping
and answering hypotheses in life history evolutionary ecology. Although molecular
genetic data w ill help solidify this pattern, the two species have a relatively recent
div ergence judged by their morphological similarities (Chapter 1). Furthermore, they
have very similar habitats and prey specificity, making it relatively easy to identity
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distinguishing features in the environment. Morphological features o f the two larv al types
are relatively conserved (Sisson 2002. Chapter 2) despite drasticallv different ecological
characteristics. This suggests that present ecological selective agents may he indicative of
those occurring during the div ergence o f the two life history strategies, as opposed to
species with larvae that have extensive morphological adaptations (e.g. M cM illan et al.
1902).
One o f the overlying conclusions from this thesis is the need for continued
collection o f natural history data, especiallv for life history characteristics. These slugs
are relatively common in the Ciulf o f Maine. I ) trondosus is one o f the most conspicuous
nudibranchs in fouling and benthic hydroid communities (M eyer 1971; Clark 1975;
Lambert 1991b; Hleakney 1996). and D cnJronotus n. sp. is a cryptic species with a
growing number o f observations (Ciionet & Aiken 1902, personal observations). Despite
this, a potcntiallv new species has been uncovered (Chapter 1) and data from culturing /)
trondosus veligers is motive for a reassessment o f larval characteristics for nudibranchs
as a group (Chapter 2). These data also show the need for trained taxonomists, and the
importance o f an increased use o f molecular tools in appropriate situations.
Finally. these data can lead to new perspectives on old hypotheses. Thorson's
'rule' (1950) is commonly dismissed as an irrelevant, dated hypothesis that has already
been disproved on multiple counts, in actuality. Thorson's hypothesis (1950) has been
discounted for specific invertebrate groups (e.g. Pearse et al. 1991) and modified to
narrower hypotheses in other cases, including this study (Clark & Goetzfried 1978;
Clarke 1992; Gallardo & Penchaszadeh 2001). Frequently, the modification o f 'outdated*
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hypotheses and subsequently the formation o f new hypotheses develops from the
continued diversification o f the biological systems we choose to study.
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